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About this publication 1

This publication incorporates the Annual Report of the Bernard an

Leer Foundation for the year 1991. Two Biennial Reports were
published which covered the years 1985-1986 and 1987-1988. The
Annual Report for 1989 \ as incorporated into Current Programme
/990, and the Annual Report for 1990 was incorporated into Current
Prognunnte /99 /.

This first section of this publication is a general description of the
Founuation and how it carries out its sork. The second section is an
annual report for the calendar year 1991 while the third section is a
financial report for 1991.

The bulk of Current ()gramme /992 is taken up \ ith descriptions of
major projects being supported by the Foundation. The projects listed
are those with a duration of between one and five years and \\Inch were
operationally active at the en,!ofJanuary 1992. The descriptions cover
117 projects which are being supported in 43 countries. Each one is
described in terms of:

10. the sponsoring institution. that is. the institution ++hick is officallv
responsible for carring out the acti ities for s+hich the Foundation
has made a grant:

It, the title of the project:

it- the duration of project act is hies supported by the Foundation: and

an outline of the setting in which the project operates and its
activities.

Where a current phase of a project NA as preceded b earlier phases of
Foundat'on support these are referred to in the text.

Following the descriptions of projects is a list of the publications and
videos produced the Foundation and the names of the Board of
Trustees and stall.
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About the Bernard van Leer Foundation 44

The Bernard van Leer Foundation is a private institution based in The
Netherlands. It was created in 1949 for broad humanitarian purposes
and now concentrates its resources on support for early childhood
development.

The Foundation takes its name from Bernard van Leer. a Dutch
industrialist who died in 1 9 5 8 and gave the entire share capital of his
worldwide enterprise for humanitarian purposes. The Foundation's
income is derived from this enterprise Royal Packaging Industries
van Leer which is established in 3(1 countries and whom.,

business is the manufacture of packaging products.

What are the Foundation's objecties?

Project partners

The central objective of the Bernard \ an Leer Foundation is to improve
opportunities for oting children who live in disadvantaged
circumstances. The Foundation uses two main strategies to accomplish
this objective:

it supports the development of innovative field-based approaches in
the area of early childhood development: and

it shares relevant experience with as v, ide an audience as possible in
order to influence polic and practice.

This means that the Foundation supports projects in the field and also
ads ocates for policies and practices that v, ill create improved conditions
for children. With experience gained from supporting hundreds of
projects in over 511 countries around the world, the Foundation's
philosophy and activities are embedded in the realities of life.

The Foundation believes that in order to improve opportunities for
oung children it is necessary to work with the people who surround

them and who can have an influence on their lives. This includes
parents. siblings. other family members, communities. organisations
that pros ide services, local and national governments and international
institutions.

The Foundation does not run any field-based projects itself. Instead, it
offers support to organisations in the different countries. These
organisations include government departments. local municipalities.
academic institutions and non-governmental organisations. These local
partners are responsible for all aspects of a project development,
management. training. im lementation. evaluation. They also contribute
a proportion of the costs in terms of both money and services.
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Project focus

How the projects work

The projects focus on those children from birth to eight years of age
who are least able to benefit from educational and developmental
opportunities because of social and other forms of disadvantage. These
include the children of ethnic and cultural minorities, children living in

urban slums, shanty towns and remote rural areas, and children of
teenage parents.

A key objective in initiating and implementing projects is that their
work will have lasting effects, This could mean that the project itself
becomes self-sustaining. or that the lessons learned stimulate and
inform other work. In some cases projects might start out as
experiments. If all goes well, then experiences gained can he shared.
This does not mean setting up more projects to do the same thing. but
contributing to reflection, planning, practice and evaluation regional!).
nationally and internationally.

Sonic projects cover a small geographical area. others arc province or
state-wide while vet others are national in focus.

All projects supported by the Foundation have, at their core, the
development of young children. Some projects are centre-based which
means that they are working in and through pre-schools. nurseries or
primary schools. Other projects are home-based and work with families
in their own hi .thes and other care givers in the community in order to
create understanding and awareness of children's developmental needs.
Many projects combine both these approaches and touch of the work is

carried out by women from the same community who have been trained
by the project.

Work with parents and community members might include the
importance of play, making toys and equipment from scrap materials
and from the natural environment. information and advice on nutrition
and health. and other needs of the children. The involvement of parents

and other adults helps to build up their own skills and self-confidence.
This, in turn. can lead to other improvements in the social and physical

environment and in the self-assurance of the community as a whole.

Projects supported by the Foundation base their work on a number of

common principles.

A holistic approach to children's development: this means looking at

all aspects of a child's life.

5



Foundation support

P Finphasising the special role that parents hake as the child's first
educators: this means that parents do not mil, learn about ss hat it
means to be a parent. they learn that they matter, and they learn that
they can change their lives and those of their children.

P Improving the children's environments: this means a community-
based approach, working with the adults ss ho care for the children to
enable them all to achiesc a better life. It builds on the principle that
educating children means educating adults.

P Finbedding projects firmly in local communities: because in this
ss as people are motivated to tackle their ossn problems and slum
that the can produce effective solutions. Solutions that are rooted in
(he local communit;., make use of local resources. come under their
ossn control. are affordable. and can he sustained.

Foundation support consists of more than just nome for projects and
includes a range of technical and other support both front the office in
The Netherlands and from the field itself:

P des elopment and support of projects in the held, including training
and es itluation:

P dissemination of project outcomes:

P publications and other media:

P access to a documentation centre:

P seminars. conferences aod ss orkshops. bringing together
practitioners. donors. decision makers and academics:

P netssorhing.

much or the support ssIlich comes front the Foundation is based on
ss hat is learned from the I ield. And much of ss hat is learned in the field
comes from similar projects, some also supported h the Foundation.
sonic not.

Projects are encouraged to exchange experiences and information
through the process of net orking. This takes mans forms and happens
at different levels. Projects work ss ith other organisations at local.
regional and national les els in order to enhance the effectiveness of
their activities and also to ensure the spread of ideas and methodologies.

6



Geographik al span

Applications for support

The Foundation also cooperates ith other organisations involved in
early childhood development and related fields at national mid
international levels.

The Foundation has just one office in The Netherlands %%here a staff of
50 people are based. There are no other Foundation off ices. nor are any
Foundation employees based in the field.

In accordance 55 ith its statutes. the Foundation gives preference in
project support to countries which Royal Packaging Industries Van
I.eer is established. These include industrialised as \sell as des eloping
countries.

The vast majority of projects supported by the Foundation base
arisen foil" ing a process of discussion and negotiation bemeen the
Foundation and the Partner organisation. Any tullanisation seeking
support is thus advised to submit an outline of the aims and
objectives of a project before preparing a detailed proposal.

The Foundation gives preference to the support of projects in
countries in which Ray al Packaging Industries Van Leer is
established.

The only projects that can be considered for support arc those in the
area of early childhood development. that involve C0111111tIllifie,,
lis ing in disadvantaged circumstances. and that include elements of
innovatory practice.

Grants are not given to intik iduals or for general support to
organisations.

The Foundation does not provide study. research or travel grants.

Decisions concerning the funding of major projects are taken by the
Board of Trustees of the Foundation. No commitments can be given
before such approval by the Board.

7 1



Annual Report for 1991 1

Throughout the year. the Foundation continued to carry out its
commitment to promote educational, social and developmental
opportunities for young children through two interlinked strategies. One
is the support of innovative field-based projects while the other is the
dissemination and advocacy function to influence policy and practice
by drawing on relevant experience and sharing this with as wide an
audience as possible.

In November 1991 an event took place Mat linked both of these
strategies a seminar ss here field-based projects analysed their own
experiences with the ultimate objective of influencing policy and
practice.

Building on people's strengths

The programme

The event was a regional seminar in Africa. held in Maseru, Lesotho.
The seminar, which was organised by the Foundation in cooperation
with the Lesotho Ministry of Education, focused im deyelopment
in Africa: building on people's strengths' and was attended by 36
participants from I I sub-Saharan countries. I 0 representatives of
international organisations and 15 local observers. The participants
recognised that one of Africa's greatest strengths was its children who
represent the future. Emphasis was placed on adopting a holistic
approach to the development of children. one which took into account
the environment in which they live and grow. Building upon positive,
traditional childrearing practices and involving the wider community in
the upbringing of children were seen as key approaches. Above all, the
seminar stressed the need to go beyond a focus on the problems. to look
at the successes and to try to identify the strengths that people are now
using to cope with difficult situations and to build upon them.

This report lists 117 major projects compared to 1(17 last year. Of these.
19 are new projects. The Foundation has also funded a number of small
pilot projects, some of which were feasibility studies or planning
processes to see if effective larger scale proposals were possible.

The Foundation's focus is on children from birth to eight years of age,
but in practice, much of the Foundation's programme has tended to
concentrate on pre-school care for children aged between 4 and 6 years.
Efforts to extend the age range can be found in settings as diverse as
Morocco and Peru where projects are looking at the impaLt of the
transition from pre-school to primary school and at how to translate
sonic of the useful lessons learned in pre-school to the often more
formal traditional education system. At the same time, protects in
Brazil. Belgium, The Netherlands. South Africa, Spain and the t SA
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Migration and mobility

have been exploring work with very youngchildren, from birth to four

years of age. A new project inColombia will add to this growing hank

of experience.

A recurring theme in much of the work supported by the Foundation

over the years has been efforts to enable indigenous populations to
develop and maintain their distinct cultural heritage. Projects that are

working with indigenous populations include those in Mexico and the

t SA. Three new projects, one with the San in Botswana. and the others

ith the Mapuche and Kolla in Argentina. kill help to expand the

experience.

Migration is an important issue for a large number of the projects

supported by the Foundation. For some, migration covers the movement

of ethnic or cultural groups from other countries. such as the Pacific

Islanders in New Zealand. Turkish and Moroccan immigrants in The

Netherlands. Germany and Belgium or Ethiopians in Israel. Migration

may involve refugees people who are fleeing from conflict or
oppression in their home land. Projects in Mexico for indigenous people

from Guatemala, for Afghan refugees in Pakistan. refugees front

countries in Indo-China in Thailand. and Mozambican refugees in

Zimbabwe are all dealing with improving opportunities for refugee

children and their families.

In other cases. the migration is internal. from rural to urban areas, often

in search of employment. This can place se ere strains on services for
children as projects in Argentina. Brazil. Mozambique and Nigeria are

finding. A new project in Guatemala is also dealing with ways to

improve services for urban children. In several settings. projects arc

finding that the burden of bringing up children is falling heavily on the

shoulders of young. single mothers who must also work to support

themselves and their children. Projects in El Salvador with street

endors. in Dominica and Jamaica with teenage mothers, and in The

Netherlands and the cs..1, are trying to find ways to provide adequate

care and development opportunities for the children and maintain
educational opportunities for their mothers.

One approach to dealing with the shift of population from rural to urban

areas is to look at what can he done in rural areas to provide more
opportunities for children. In countries such as Australia. Chile. China,

Italy. Kenya. Lesotho. Nicaragua, Portugal. South Africa and
Zimbabwe. projects are developnl...! approaches that meet the challenge

of working with isolated populatio».. to Some cases, projects are

making use of distance education tecimiques such as using radio

programmes to reinforce learning.
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Parents as decision makers

Foundation-supported projects encourage the involvement of parents
and emphasise the role of parents as the prime educators of children
and. in a few projects, parents are actually the organisers and the
decision makers. The forum of parents' groups in the Western Isles of
Scotland, the network of parent-run pre-schools in France and the ness
project supporting parent-run toy and hook libraries in Japan are three
examples of the way in which parents can take charge of their children's
development.

A comprehensive approach to child development has to take account of
children's health and nutrition. This is evident in virtu:Illy all of the
projects. However some such as Community Creches in Brazil; Molise
in Italy: Ilha de Mocambique in Mozambique: the Nigeria Child
Development Programme: Nongkhaem Garbage Dump in Thailand: and
Teen Parents in th.e t s.x are paying particular attention to these issues.
New projects in Brazil. Guatemala. Kenya. and the t.sA will help to
increase the Foundation's understanding ahout how to incorporate
health and nutrition concerns into early childhood development
programmes.

Universities as change agents

Another common theme is the role of universities as change agents.
Many of the sponsors of projects are university. departments. The
universities are finding that they can benefit from the experience of
practical Field work by being able to adapt theories to the daily realities
of life in disadvantaged communities. The communities find that they
are gaining from the skills and expertise of university staff and students
who are able to help mobilise and organise local resources for children
and their families. In Argentina. Australia. Brazil. Italy. Jamaica. South
Africa. the United Kingdom and the csA, projects and universities are
experiencing this two-way process of development. New projects in
Colombia and Kenya will help to broaden the lessons being learned.

Increasingly. projects are taking up advocacy for children as a necessary
activity. Sek end projects in Brazil. in South Africa. and in the t SA have
been paying particular attention to this over the past year. Also. many of
the European projects have begun to discuss among themselves how to
best v,ork together as advocates for social policies within Europe that
are advantageous for children.

I 0
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Training

Networking

Training remains a key component of many of the projects supported by
the Foundation. Whether the training involves parents or community
members who become para-professional child development workers. or
qualified pre-school staff, an essential element in the training
programmes is how to make the best possible use of local resources
financial, material and human. Indeed. closely related to training is the
concept of resource centres and the Foundation has continued to support
efforts to develop sustainable resource centres in early childhood in a
variety of ways. One new project that explores this in an innovative way
is based in Chile. It is collecting information on carly childhood
development from field experience in five countries in Latin America.
in order to improve the quality of an existing database on educational
initiatives.

The process of networking where projects in the field are encouraged
to exchange experiences and learn from one another has been

encouraged and stimulated over the past year. While the Foundation
supports this process in a variety of slays, many projects take the
initiative themselves and contact other projects in the same or
neighbouring countries, or indeed projects in another part of the world
%%here there are similarities in methods of v ork. Countries where
projects have met together during the year include Brazil. South Africa.
Spain. the United Kingdom. and the United States of America. An
'international' example of networking is of particular interest. Projects
working in countries where Dutch is spoken (The Netherlands.
Belgium, the Netherlands Antilles) met together for three days in
Belgium to discuss common issues and experience, not only of the day
to -clay management of projects but of the wider questions related to
child care.

Project staff visits to other projects are sometimes financed by the
Foundation but many people use their own time and money to carry out
such an exchange. Apart from the specific information gained. the
overall effect is a feeling of solidarity encouraging both sides -: visitors
and visited to know that they are not alone and that project goals arc
achievable and important. Visitors often return home NA ith new and
broader perspectives on their own work and a renewed vision of what
this can achieve.

The Foundation itself has been engaged in its own networking and has
worked with a number of organisations during the past year. sometimes
to share ideas. sometimes le undertake joint funding, The organisations
include the European C'ompunity, ots.c.D. estr.sco. [met+ including the
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Some project highlights

Innocenti Centre in Italy. the Consultative Group on Early Childhood
Care and Development, the International Forum for Child Welfare, the

International Institute for Educational Planning. the World Health
Organisation, the L'S -based Council on Foundations, the Charles Stewart

Mott Foundation, the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation.

Save the Children in both the l'K and the t'sA. the Santillana Foundation,

and the International Youth Foundation.

In the course of the year a number of current and former projects. and
project staff, have received recognition of their work that goes beyond

their immediate localities. In Colombia, the Costa Atlantic(' project
(forerunner to the current Infancy and Quality of Life project). received

the National Prize for Pedagogy for its innovative work in education

that has benefited some 20,000 children in more than 125 communities.

In the USA, Sophia Bracey-Harris of the Federation of Child Care
Centers of Alabama (Form.) was awarded a five-year Fellowship by the

John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation, in recognition of the

contribution that she and FOCAL have made in Alabama. In Japan.
Sumeru Nagaune. Director of the Bethany Home in Tokyo (formerly
supported by the Foundation), was given the Hohkan-Sho award

(Treasure Crown Medal) by the Emperor of Japan in honour of her

distinguished record in the field of health and welfare. In South Africa.

Jane Evans, director of the Ntataise project, was awarded the Rector's

Gold Medal by the Johannesburg College of Education in recognition of

her exceptional contribution to furthering education in the country.

Many projects ho,e produced publications during the year. Projects in

both Singapore and Malaysia produced impressive reports based on

extensive child studies carried out in their respective countries. In both

cases, the studies were the first to examine the local situation of
children's development and to provide data that could influence national

policy. In the l'SA, the maternal and infant education project in

Appalachia produced an evaluation report entitled Against the odds, that

documented, often in people's own words, the impact that the project

was haw ing on building confidence and making better use of the rich

vein of himan talent and ability that often goes untapped in

disadvantaged communities. Another publication, based on an
evaluation report. is the booklet More than just a hit of peace and quiet

that was published by the project known as the 123 House in Belfast.[K.
In Brazil, the Funday5 Fe a Magri(' has produced (in Portuguese) a
very readable, well-illustrated short booklet that explains the basic

concepts and work of six well-known educational theorists (Montessori.
Piaget. Vygotsky, Freire, Ferreira and Freinet). The booklet has proven

popular and is currently being translated into English for wider

distribution.
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The Foundation, too, has continued its publications programme. Four
issues of the Newsletter were published, each one containing a number
of articles on a specific theme. During 1991 these were 'Speaking for
themselves'. 'Dissemination'. 'Community mobilisation'. and 'Para-
professionals as educators'. As in previous years. an issue of the Boleti',
bOrmatiro was published. This is a Spanish-language compilation of
edited articles from the Newsletter. A new series of short background
documents Studies and Evaluation papers was launched in 1991.
The papers are drawn from field experience and present relevant
findings and reflections on 'work in progress'. Two new hooks were
published: Shaping Tomorrow by Ruth Cohen which traces the efforts
of the Foundation supported Service Volunteered for All project in
Trinidad and Tobago: and Pmmotores Commtwitarios by Jani Brouwer
and Sergio Martinic which explores some of the mane issues affecting
community-based para-professional educators, particularly in Latin
America.

Latin America was also the setting for a new Foundation video The
Potter to Change which is based on the work of the Costa Athintica
project in Colombia. An hour-long version of the documentary was
made for Channel 4 television in the t.R. and a Spanish-language
version was broadcast on television in Colombia. A half-hour version
was also prepared in both Spanish and English for distribution by the
Foundation.

The Foundation collaborated with the Intermediate 'fechnolog)
De\ elopment Group in the I K in the production of two hooks: Milking
ileulth-curc Equipment and Skills Pr Life. The first provides an
illustrated step-by-step guide to making health care equipment using
local materials, and the second looks at the experience of vocational
training progi,.immes for young people in three developing countries
Nigeria. Trinidad and Malawi.

Another collaboration, this time between the Foundation, the
Development Education Centre and the Community Education
Development Centre in the led to the production of a training pack
for parents' groups. Us and the kids. The pack takes as its starting point
the concept that parents do the best for their children and have detailed
knowledge and understanding of them. It aims to help parents develop
the skills and confidence to interact more effectively with their children
and act as strong advocates for their children's needs and rights.

A full list of publications and videos available from the Foundation can
he found on page 8 I.

14
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The challenges ahead

Over the year. analysis and reports from organisations and institutions
all over the world have highlighted the challenges being faced by
children, their families and their communities everywhere. Conflict
continues in many countries. famine and malnutrition still hinders
children's development, cholera and other preventable diseases are still
causing unnecessary deaths and the world's economic recession has hit
children among the most vulnerable of citizens hardest.

Yet in the midst of these difficult situations, stories of courage.
determination and resourcefulness continue to emerge as families and
communities organise to put the needs of their children first. As the
evidence continues to increase that investing in children makes
economic and political as well as moral and educational sense ple`,SLIme
is increasing on local and national governments to also put children
first. It is becoming clear that countries that invest more in then
children ss ill see them gross up better. These countries will also emeige
stronger and more vital. They stand to reap many benefits, not only lot
the children. but for society at large.

The Bernard van Leer ['mtation plays only a very small pail on such a
world stage. Together with our project partners. we can help some
communities to find new ways of working together in order to shape a
better future for their children. And again. together with our projeit
partners. we can advocate for policies and practices that will enable

more children to benefit.

Rien van Gendt
FAccutiye Director
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Financial Report for 1991 41

Where the money comes from

Where the money goes to

The money spent by the Bernard van Leer Foundation (tivii-) comes
mainly from the Van Leer Group Foundation (vt.01:), basically a
'holding foundation'. These two Foundations have a common objective.
The vt GI realises its objective by making funds available to the li\'11-
These funds derive mainly from the dividends received from Royal
Packaging Industries Van Leer B.V. (Rrivi.) in its capacity of sole
shareholder of the latter. as sell as from the income out of other
investments. torvi. is a holding company \kith subsidiaries in sonic 35
countries. all of which are concerned with the manufacture of various
types of containers. packaging and closures. Apart from the funds the
Fivi.t receives from the ma there are other limited income sources
from legacies etc. The income in 1989. 1990 and 1991 were
respective)} DO. 39.7. DO. 4(1.1 million and D11. 41 million. It is
anticipated that the Foundation's income in 1992 will amount to
approximately D11. 42.5 million.

The expenditure of the Foundation is split in mo ways. Part of the
mone is spent administering the programme. This includes the office
in The Hague. the employment of some 50 staff members and a wide
range of programme services (approximatel Dfl. 8 million). However.
a far larger proportion of the expenditure goes to projects. The actual
number of projects fluctuates from year to year this publication
includes descriptions of 117 major projects currently being supported
by the Foundation. Major projects are those which are supported over a
period of several years.

When the Foundation's Board of Trustees approves a grant to a major
project. a sum or money is earmarked ss Bich is expected to last
throughout the duration of the proposed project. anything up to five
years. Thus. much of the money which is earmarked in a particular year
is spent in later years. The stint which is available for earmarking each
year is that which is made available by the VI of and by other sources.

It should lie noted that a considerable proportion of the funds spent by
projects is counterpart funding which is provided by the partners with
which the Foundation is working. This usually consists of a mixture of
actual money. of physical facilities made available to a project. and of
staff time and other services. In all, counterpart funding accounts for
nearl as much as the Foundation itself contributes to projects.

16
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Allocation of grants

The statutes of the Foundation state that 'preference' will he given to
work in countries where RPM_ is established. However. this does not
mean that the Foundation must support projects in all these countries
But the practice is that the Foundation largely abides by this preference
There is no direct relationship between the level of profits made in a
country and the level of Foundation spending in that country The
general principle adopted by the Foundation's Board of Trustees is one
of redistribution from industrialised countri,s to developing countries
and the aim is eventually to allocate funds that 60 per cent of the
total amount available is pent in developing countries and 40 per cent
in industrialised countries. Over the three-year period 1989 to 1991 this
division of funds was almost achieved, with 58 per cent of funds
earmarked for projects in developing countries and 42 per cent tot those
in industrialised countries, according to the United Nations
classifications.

The following table lists the amount. by country. earmarked by the
Foundation in 1989. 1990 and 1991. The table refers to sums sshrch
sere earmarked during these three years and not to sums \N hICh \ ere
spent. Thus the countries shown in the table do not coincide precisely

ith the countries listed in the later part of this report.

17
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Total earmarked 1989 through 1991 in millions of DM

Country 1989 1990 1991 Total Percentage
(1989-1991)

Argentina .8 1.1 1.3

Aruba .4 .4 .5

Australia 1.4 .6 2.0 1.1

Belgium .4 1.5 1.8 2.0
Botswana <0.1 <0.1 .1

Brazil 2.7 4.7 1.6 8.9 9.9
Chile .4 .9 I6 2.9 3.3
China 1... 1.0 1.1 1.3

Colombia .4 1.2 1.6 1.8

Dominica .6 .6 .6

El Salvador .1 .1 .7 .8 .9

France 1.5 .9 .1 2.4 2.7
German .6 .6 .7

Guatemala .9 .9 1.11

Indonesia .1 .1 .I

Ireland .3 1 .7 1.2 1.3

Israel .7 2.3 3.1 6.2 6.8
Italy 1.2 .9 .2 2.3 2.6
Jamaica 1.4 1.3 <0.1 2.7 3.0
Japan 1.2 1.2 1.3

Kenya 1.1 1.3 2.4 2.6
Lesotho . I . I .1

Malaysia -) <0.1 .2 .3 .4

Mexico .3 2.4 2.7 3.0
Morocco .1 1.2 <((.1 1.3 1.4

Mozambique .7 <0.1 .7 .8

Namibia .1 .1 .1

Netherlands
Antilles .9 .9 1.0

Netherlands 2.1 1.2 .2 3.6 3.9
New Zealand .8 .8 .8

Nicaragua 1.3 .6 .3 2.2 2.5
Nigeria <0.1 .1 2.0 2.2 - 2.4
Peru 1.3 .1 1.3 1.5

Portugal <0.1 .8 .3 1.2 1.3

Singapore 1.9 1.9 2.1

South Africa .8 3.8 <0.1 4.7 5.2

Spain 1.4 <0.1 1.4 1.6

Suriname .I .1 .1

Swaziland .5 .5 .6

Sweden .1 <0.1 .1 .I

Thailand <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1

Trinidad & Tobago 1.4 1.2 2.6 2.9
United Kingdom 2.5 1.3 1.2 5.0 5.5
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Country 1989 1990 1991 Total Percentage
(191;9 -I991)

USI 2.1 3.7 2.0 7.8 8.6

Vcnciucla .1 .3 .6 1.1 1.2

Zirnbittm e 2.1 <0.1 1 2.4 2.6

Special grants

Refugees 1.0 .4 2.3 2.5

RIR( \ 1.5 1.5 1.7

Miscellaneous <0.1 <(1. I .I 1

Sub-total
Dll nulhuns 31.7 36.0 22.5 90.2 1(10.0

Programme support

Programme
support projects 2.5 .4 .9 3.7

SpeLial projects .6 .4 .4 1.4

Total DIl million. 34.8 36.8 23.7 95.3

< = less than

2.,)



Major projects <1

Argentina

Universidad Nacional de San Luis

Ploe( lo Cru: del Sur 1985 1994

The !mkt) of San Luis. like mans others in Argentina. is experiencing an
enormous growth in population because of migration from rural areas.
Over 80,000 migrants live in shanty toss ns which lack most basic
amenities including health and education services. The Education
Department of the University of San Luis, working with community
members in the three poorest harrioA. has established centres where
activities are organised for children and adults. Local mothers. trained
as tIlliMcIdOldA. provide support to families and their children and the
programme includes educational, health and nutritional aspects. The
development of an early childhood resource and training centre is
planned.

Obispado de Viedma (Bishopric of Viedma )

MapuLlte children 1992 - 1994

The province Of Rio Negro. in southern Argentina. is home to 11.000
children of the indigenous Mapuche group. The Mapuche families that
live on the outskirts of the town of Bari !oche are among the most
disadvantaged people in the country. There is a high rate of
unemployment among, the Mapuche, and the social services are unable
to provide them with adequate assistance. Poor health and nutritional
status among the children is common, and the lack of facilities leads to
a hi!:11 percentage of dropouts among those Mapuche children who do
reach school. The licaria de la fraterni.lad. an established organisation
that coordinates social programmes in the Rio Negro Province. was
approached by a Mapuche tnothers. association in Bariloche to
implement a project for early childhood development. The project. with
Foundation support. will increase mothers' skills in child care and
development. help families make use of existing early childhood
resources. develop a culturally reles ant training programme for parents
and produce educational materials. A non formal day care centre will be
set up and run by volunteer mothers ror 100 children under eight years
of age.

V
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()bra Claretiatia tiara el Desarrollo tint. snr.)
IChtreliana Project for Des clopmeni)

Kolla Iantily support 1992 1994

nets% orks
The Kolla. one of the country 's 17 indil/enow, peoples. live in dispersed
rural communities in the mountainous area of I luaniahuaca in northern
Argentina. Children reaching primary school experience learning
difficulties clue to problems of cultural adjustment and the dropout rate
among Kolla children is (b per cent. (1( \Di. has worked among rural
Kolla families since the early I980s and nos, with Foundation support.
is running a project for pre-school children in 30 communities in
I luantahuaca. oct sot ss ill \sods ss jilt mothers to promote early
childhood stimulation, develop culturally ides ant educational toys and
learning materials ss hich sill he produced al communit) centres by
ss omen and adolescents and help communities develop income
generating actis hies. The project s ill nail) local as pant-

professionals to be responsible for community outreach, home visiting.
and cootdinatinc children's health and learning activities with the local
authorities. The project sill initially reach 945 families .sills 1.500
children under eignt years old.

Aruba

Furidashon Pa Nos \luchanan (For Our ('hildren Foundation)

I-c( I Coordination 1991 - 1994
and Information Centre

The island of Aruba achiesed separate political status from the
Netherlands Antilles in 1986, At that time, and until 1989. a
Foundation-supported project included early chldhood des elopment
cork in all the islands. The labour market of Aruba is dominated by a
demand for .omen workers. yet there arc less resources outside the
home for young children whose mothers are lorced to work unsocial
hours in the tourist industry. I:limb/A/um Pa No. Aim hanan is focusing
on childien aged (I -1 years. It is organising training for stall of existing
child care facilities: and des-eloping training materials for parents and
other caregivers. It also seeks to influence public opinion by
highlighting the needs of y oung children among policy makers with the
aim of putting these issues on the island's agenda.
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Australia

University of Newcastle (tmined} the limiter Institute of I ligher hitication)

Caravan children project 1988 1994

., I

1

Contact Incorporated

Due to the severe economic depression of the last feu ears, the number
of people living in caravan parks in Australia has greatly increased and
the government is facing the phenomenon of a second generation of
caravan park duellers. Stirs e-s on the effects of caravan parks on
children. describe children as often being unsociable. unused to play.
and not advanced in erhal skills. In the Ilunter Valley region of New
South Wales the an children project runs a programme for
children and families in 17 caravan parks. 11. Imo% iding training and
support for local parents' groups and park managements to operate
playgroups. after school programmes and parent education programmes.
the project is improving the young children's social. emotional and
physical skills. It also helps patents to cork together to imprme the
parks' living conditions and use the available educational and health
services. 'Hie project plans to e.stend the programme to oilier caravan
parks in the greater Sdne area. and disseminate its \ Oil to parks
across Australia.

Contact children's mobile 1987 1993

The small and scattered population in the remote areas (outback) of the
north-west guiltier of NCV. South Wales and south-..1 Queensland
lacks direct access to health. educational and social services. The
problems of isolated families, already subject to estreme climatic
conditions, and economic and cultural deprivation. have been
exacerbated by the recession that has crippled Australian agriculture
and mining,. The innovative mobile resource unit, set up in the project's
first phase. provides isolated young children and their parents with early
childhood education through home visiting and playgroup programmes,

Bich is complemented by a daily radio programme. In the current
phase. the programmes' scope and outreach are being further
developed, with emphasis on support for parents and other caregivers,
upgrading and extension of audio-vi r; al resources. and training of
mobile unit staff. A nem ork of all mobile units serving the diverse
population of rural Australia is also being coordinated.
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Belgium

Vormingscentrum nor de Begeleiding an het Jonge Kind (vzum
(Centre lOr Training in the Care of the Young Child)

Flemish Training and .985 1992

Resource Centre
The Training and Resource Centre. operating throughout the Flemish
part of Belgium. provides training. support and information services to
childminders. organisations and government bodies v.orking with
children aged 0-3 years. It particularly targets the 2.000 or so officially
registered and supervised childminders v.ho look after children in their
own homes. The Centre also reaches a large number of interested
people through a ss ide range of courses. teference materials. data banks.
audio-visual aids. games and a regular magazine Kilo that covers

issues concerning young children.

Pros incie Limburg, I)ienst Boor Onthaal Gastarheiders
(Province of Limburg. Service for Immigrant Guest Workers)

tit hoot and 1:imil 1988 1995

Mc Millis of immigrant labour since the 1930s means that there are
[HIV, seven di \ tinct nationalit groups in the Limburg coal mining areas.
None of the groups have Belgian nationality, and they tend to live

ithin their assn language groups. llnemployment rates are rising as
coal mines are being closed, and action is being taken on several fronts

to as oid the emergence of a totally marginalised community. This
protect is v. orking ss tth pre-school centres and teachers to develop an
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understanding of the children's culture, and with parents and the
community to strengthen the educational capacity of immigrant
families. It provides an education programme for women which
includes topics such as child care, stimulation. nutrition and health
education.

La Communaute Francaise (the French community) and Universite de Liege

tica: Networks

Kuru Deselopntent Trust

San Pre-school and
Child Des elopment
Programme

1991 1994

The collapse of Belgium's heavy industry base in recent years has led to
changes in the country's social and economic life that have mostly
affected the French speaking part of Belgium. In ten years the number
of people living on minimum wages has more than tripled, and the
number of households living below the poverty line has greatly
increased. Existing social services for childreq and families often do not
cater to the needs of family life today. where many parents work shills.
mothers often work outside the home and one parent families are
common. The project will concentrate on improving the quality of
existing services and on encouraging disadvantaged and immigrant
families to make use of these services. Local networks will be
established to facilitate cooperation between education. health. and
social services to better meet the needs of families. The project will
develop a resource base to document its ness approaches. and to
develop educational materials and training programmes in support of
the local networks.

Botswana

1991 I993

The San people. popularly called Bushmen, have lived in large parts of
southern Africa for thousands of years. With the increase of southern
Africa's population over the last few centuries and the gross th of
commercial fanning. the San have been pushed into semi-desert areas
and have lost much of the land that they occupied. The Kuru
Development Trust has long experience in working towards improving
conditions for Botswana's 25,000 San. who often live in isolated
hamlets or squat on large-scale cattle farms. and who are losing their
traditional way of life. The Trust runs a pre-school in the town of D'Kar
in western Botswana. five pre-selwols in other settlements and one farm
pre-school: altogether reaching approximately 320 children. With
Foundation support. the Trust is now undertaking in-ser% ice teacher
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training for para-pmfessional pre-school workers. and is setting up
groups for mothers and children in which topics such as health.
nutrition and child rearing practices can be discussed.

Brazil

ithersidade Federal do Parana

Motet() irate drier 1985 1993

More than 100.000 children aged (1 -6 in Curitiba. industrial capital of
the State of Parana. are in need of da care. In a first phase the project
developed training schemes For teachers, student monitors and workers
and administrators ()I' creches. vs ith a particular focus on actin ities for

children aged 4-6. The theme-oriented training encouraged the

development of creative learning materials and activities relevant to
local realities and culture. In a nea phase. with continued support by
the municipalities of Curitiba and Rio Branco do Sul. the project is
helping to develop an integrated approach to the care of children aged
(1 -6. This approach includes the involvement of parents and families and
the setting up of a Resource Centre at the University for training,
developing of teaching and learning materials. research and evaluation.



GoNerno do Estado de Pernambuco, Secretarm de Educacan
(Pernambuco State Education Department)

Mulct() II (0-1, 1984 I 992

The project mks in the sham) tov.ns of Recite and some of the
depressed inteno( legions of Pernambuco, one of Bra/ poorest
States Working through foul regional training and resource unties rt

pros ides training and support for teachers and super visors limn pre-
school to the fourth grade of prima> school throughout the region
Both through the training programme and II community-based creches
of the Social Welfare Department and the Municipality strategies are
promoted that can he practically applied at the local level parent
education activities including adult Melds ), teacher retraining, and
naming para- professionals from the municipal education network in the
health, stimulation and pschological and physical development of
sauna children

BEST CCPY IIIMILASLE
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Universidade Federal do Santa Maria

Criancu Rural 1987 1994

The rural southern state of Rio Grande do Sul has very poor education
provision. There are high drop-out rates from primary schools, and
early childhood programmes are virtually non-existent. Flexible,
community-based pre-school centres for children aged 3 to 6 years have
been set up by the Federal University, in cooperation with the
Municipality of Santa Maria. in Tres Barn's. a disadvantaged and
isolated rural community near Santa Maria. The Municipality is
working to upgrade teachers and child care workers. and provide them
with a support system. Small schools are gradually being phased out in
favour of larger 'nucleus' schools in order to stimulate parental and
community support. Mothers' groups are being set up to work in the
schools and in home-based care. The programme focuses on early
stimulation, health, hygiene and nutrition. Education materials are being
developed to facilitate parents' activities with their children at home.

Fundacao Fe e Alegria do Brasil, Regional Rio de Janeiro
(Fe and Alegria Foundation of Brazil. Rio de Janeiro Regional Office)

C0111[TRItli ly creche', 1987 1994

People living in squalid conditions in thefave/a.s of Rio de Janeiro have
faced the consequences of a worsening economic situation in the
country. Large numbers of children work in the streets to supplement
their families' incomes. and day care is a problem for the mothers who
have to go out to work. The project has des eloped a number of
community-based creches run by mothers which it now works through.
The mothers are given in-service training and they in turn become
nuthip/icadoree trainers for the rest of the community. In addition to
improxing the educational quality of the centres. emphasis is placed on
health, nutrition and training far community leadership. Increasingly,
too. advocacy work for children and adolescents is becoming moreof a
priority. A sub-project has also started. coordinated by Fe c Alegria's
head office in SaO Paulo. to disseminate the experience of the work in
Rio to other Fe c Alegria offices throughout the country.

Fundacao Fee Alegria do Brasil, Regional Rio de Janeiro
(Fe and Alegria Foundation of Brazil, Rio de Janeiro Regional Office)

Community health project 1989 1994

(In association with the S-K Foundation, The Netherlands)
This project is linked to the Community Creches project in Rio de
Janeiro (see above) and runs parallel activities in the field of community
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health. Women fromfavc/a. arc trained as pant-professional health
workers to work with the monitors in the creches and also with parents.
The main emphasis is on preventive aspects of primary health care but
the para-professional health workers are also trained to diagnose and
treat common diseases. Theme-based meetings are organised for
communit -based groups on topics such as women's health, public
health and prevention. 1-w, to recognise and deal v, ith common
diseases, and the need for regular gross th monitoring and immunisation
of children.

Centro Popular de Cultura e Desenvolvimento (cPco) (Centre for Culture and Doelopment)

Sementinha I991 1994

Minas Gerais is a large. ealth) state in south cast Brazil. It has always
attracted migrzun families who have found livelihoods in gold and
precious metal mining, ranching. farming and industry. However,
development and government provision have not been able to keep pace

ith the needs of the poor families in the interior of the state, and many
of these families are migrating to thefave/as of the urban areas. owl) is
setting up community-based initiatives in Ovid.% of two small urban
centres in the area of child development which are run by monitors
from the communities. The project's emphasis lies in creating suitable
environments to stimulate children and prepare them for their future
school years. 'Work with older siblings in child-to-child care and the
production of educational materials are also components of the project.
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Associacao Movimento Educacao Popular Integral Paulo Englert (Amt,i, a
The Paulo Eng lert Association for Popular Integrated Education)

Mobilising for children 1992 1995

In addition to the work of the Sementinha project (see above) other non-
governmental organisations (vios) arc active in child development
initiatives in Minas Gerais state. AxtEPPE a well-known NGo based in

the state's capital. Belo Horizonte has a long history of working with
grassroots organisations and is providing training support to three other
community-based NGos that are working with sonic 10,000 children and
more than 6(X) child care workers. The training strategy emphasises
self-reliance and communit) participation. and much of the training is

on-site. A \1111'1 also plans to develop publications and seminars which
will help to advocate for children.

Pastoral da Crianca (Pastoral of the Child)

Early stimulation and
education in
disadvantaged
communities

109(1 1992

The Pastoral da (Wamr a. a non-governmental organisation, has
developed an effective 'bottom-up' approach. to working in poor
communities, based on families' needs and experiences, and community
action. Much of the work uses existing church groups to share
information. Previously, its childcare programmes have concentrated on
child survival in an effort to meet urgent needs. The Pastond da
Crianca is now, with Foundation support, expanding its activities to
include child development. This programme concentrates on training
community leaders to carry out maternal education, cm ering such
topics as health. breastfeeding, and early stimulation. In cases where the
community leaders arc illiterate, they will work togetherwith a literate
helper who is often one of their children. Educational materials will he
developed for illiterate and semi-literate parents. Community leaders
will be trained in small groups. the training being constantly revised in
direct response to the needs of the field.

Prefeitura Municipal do Natal, Secretaria de Educacad (Cit) of Natal. Education Department)

Projeto Reis Afagns 19g6 1994

Less than a third of Nzital's primal.) school age children attend school.
and the gap is even v, icier for the pre-school age group. Only 6,000 of
the city's 30.000 children aged 4 to 6 years participate in early
childhood programmes, and there arc no services for those under four.
In its second phase. the project has made use of a well-established early
childhood education centre as a resource and training centre for
professionals and para-professionals working with children aged zero to
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eight. It is disseminating its !canting and resource materials throughout
Natal city. focusing on the needs of three low-income areas. The
municipality. in cooperation with non-governmental organisations. has
also begun a development programme in a day care centre in Guarapes,
a shanty town on the outskirts of the city. and is experimenting with
programmes on local community radio to reach more families with
advice on health. education and general community development
concerns.

Secretaria de EducacaO, Govern° do Estado de Pernambuco
(Pernambuco State Education Department)

Zone da Main 1990 1992

(In association with the S-K Foundation. The Netherlands)
Zona da Mata is an area of privately owned large sugar cane
plantations. Its 1.2 million inhabitants earn a minimum income as
seasonal workers on the plantations. Living conditions are squalid, and
the many health problems affect the physical and mental development
of the children. most of whom suffer from malnutrition. The infant
mortality and birth rates are high. Recently the State government has
been trying to improve the conditions in Zona da Mat a: land has been
made available to the workers for their own food production, and work
has begun on creating educational, literacy and health programmes.
With Foundation support. the State government has started an early
education programme. Pre-schools have been set up with the dual
purpose of providing earl) stimulation for the children. and health and
maternal education for the parents. The project will also work through
two unidadesPoPuhm'A (popular units) situated in low -cost buildings
that incorporate a health post pre-school. adult education facilities.
meeting room and cooperative, shop.

Chile

Centro de Estudios y Atencion del Nino y to Mu.jer Nist)
(('entre for Studies and Care of Children and Women)

Alternative earl) 1990 1992
education programme

cf.A txt, a non-governmental organisation. hopes to improve the life
chances of children living in marginal areas of Santiago by providing
them with the opportunity to go to pre-school. cf.vsro works in these
areas of the city helping mothers and communities to set up their own
pre-school facilities. Fifteen community-run pre-schools have been
established in people's own homes and centres. Mothers receive
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training to vork %\ith the children and run the pre-schools with
occasional support from tm.xxi \I. To cater for children of working
mothers. the project is now involving adolescents and grandmothers as
Para-prolessionals to care for them.

Fundacion Nacional pars el Desarrollo Integral del Nlenor (ivri.:(;tt 51
(National Foundation for the Integrated Development of the Child)

Cottros Abiertm 1991 1994

INTISMA, with Foundation support. is starting a project to upgrade its
day care centres in urban and rural areas, and in the capital city
Santiago. The project will concentrate on four components: curriculum
development. parental involvement. a feeding programme. and staff
training. Para-professional pre-school workers and parents vt ill receive
training on child development. early stimulation and the role of the

family in the child's development. The project ss ill Also develop
contacts ss ith other organisations working in the field of child
development.

Centro de Investigation y Desarrollo de EducaciOn (ioM
(Centre l' or Research and Deelopment in Education)

Transition in earls 1991 1994
education

The suburb of C'onchalf. lying to the north of Santiago. has a population
of 400.000 people. Man) of these people are immigrants from rural
areas \s ho come to the city in search of casual labour. Over 4(1 per cent
of primary school children in Conchali repeat the first year of school
and ultimatel drop out. The project is working with parents, teachers
and the municipality to prepare the children in their tansi.ion from pre-
school to primary school. It will train early childhood workers and
primary school teachers to enable them to work better with children
from low-income families. and will encourage parents and community
members to understand the importance of the home environment in a
child's development.

Programa Inter(lisciplinario de Investigaciones en Educacion (rut:)
t Interdisciplinary Programme for Research in Education)

Rural !amities 1992 1995

Families in the southern O'Higgins region of Chile live in extreme
poverty. Family financial difficulties mean that most \\ omen need to
look for work outside the home. forcing mothers to leave their young
children behind. Povert, social isolation and the disappearing
traditional extended family place many young children at risk. The
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project will work with families to encourage an understanding of child
development and early stimulation. Local mothers and adolescents will
be trained as para-professionals. They will run a community-based day
care centre. he responsible for home visiting and will in turn train and
support other mothers and adolescents. The project will devise
culturally appropriate educational and training materials for children,
parents and para-professionals.

Red Latinoamericana de InformaciOn y Documentation en Education OtEnt-cl
(Latin-American Network for Information and Documentation
in Education)

Dissemination of
innovative practice in
Ecc in Latin America

1991 1992

CIDE (see above) established REDUC as a coordination centre some years
ago to act as an educational information and documentation network for
Latin America and the Caribbean. At present itiipvc, operating through
27 centres in the region. has an extensive database of documentation on
education mostly derived from universities and research institutes.
REDt c is now expanding its activities to gather information from field-
based experience in the informal sector on innovative approaches in
early childhood development. Centres in Chile. Peru. Mexico,
Guatemala and Nicaragua will collect information in their own
Countries. The data collected will he disseminated throughout the
region.

China (People's Republic)

Central Institute of Educational Research (cult)

Hebei pre-school
programme

1988 1994
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As 80 per cent of China's population lives in
rural areas. cult is running a project which
concentrates on pre-school efforts in this
sector. In its previous phase the project
focused on training teacher trainers. reaching
over 50.000 children and parents in 2,0(X)
villages in Hebei Province. It compiled
teaching materials. carried out its work in
experimental sites and set up parents'
schools. The experience gained by the project
was used to design a basic package
combining family, collective and rural pre-
school education and includes teacher



training and curriculum design. The package was devised in such a way
that it can he easily replicated all over the country. The project is
expanding its activities into new rural areas of Hebei and Guizhou
Provinces. and hopes to advocate similar work for the rest of the
country. Activities at local in-service teacher training schools will

enable training of rural pre-school teachers, and a national resource
centre for rural pre-school education will he set up. The project will
also promote its work nationally through the media.

Universidad del Norte

Infancia v calidad de richt
(Infancy and quality of life)

Colombia

1991-1995

Building on the experience of work with pre-school children in the
Costa Atlantica region of the country since 1977, the Universidad del
Norte, together with the Colombian Institute for Family Welfare Oci3F
is collaborating in a new project to improve home-based care and
attention for infants and children from birth to three years of age. The
project will work in various villages to develop, test and refine a
method of working with the young children and materials to assist in
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this v,oik Pal ticulat attention sill
he paid to meteastng the
invokement of patents and
commum t) IlleIllhets to the
activities v, ith children
Organisations ith expertise in
income generating activities \s ill
be contacted to enhance the
impact 01 the project's
educational \\ oik nu:leasing
the economic base of the families
and community The poled team
at the Uniersity ; ill also he
ins (lived in naming the stall of
the ic in at vat oats lel, els. It is
intended to develop a nem oik of
selected um \ cisme, and
mobihse them to establish
similar programmes vs thin the
legion and nationally.

Centro Internacional de Educacion s Desarrollo Humano (C ism- I
(International Centre tot Education and Human De\ elopment)

(1\ Resource and 1987 1992
Doc umentation Centie

( I \ DI '5 pork in the mint ivation field is fortified 11) practical project
work in highly disadvantaged rural areas in Colombia It has set up
early childhood development resource and documentation centres nt

three cities. The centres collate. extract and circulate lepot is, articles
and other specialised materials. crst)F. also organises workshops to
disseminate relevant experience that has been developed both Om the
network of Foundation-supported projects and by other [molt:et% and
institutions working in the field of early childhood development in
Latin America.

Departamento Administrativo de Bienestar Social (Department of Social Welfare)

Ciudad Bolivar 1988 1992

In eight areas of Bogota which have been designated as being in need of
special attention, neighbourhood centres ((awes recinaleN) hac been
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The Social Centre

Children of adolescent
parents

y Alegria

developed for pre-school children. The project has introduced a training
programme for the staff and volunteers of these centres to improve the
quality of education and care for pre-school children. The training
programme operates partly through seminars and workshops and pally
through in-service actin ities. Parent education programmes to bring
about better health and nutritional conditions for children are also
organised, and efforts are being made to promote greater community
participation in the casak ecina/ek.

Dominica

1986 1992

The project is aimed at teenagers on an island where 35 per cent of the
population is aged under 20 and nearly half the female population are
single parents. The objective is to improve the knowledge and skills of
teenagers with or kithout children in child development, self-
ass arcness. health and nutrition. There is a centrally-based programme
at the Social Centre in Roseau, where creche facilities are available. and
an outreach programme for teenagers living in rural areas. While most
or the participants are voting mothers. kvherever possible their families
and the children's fathers are also involved. Courses our also available
to prepare young people for employ ment or small business activities.

El Salvador

Children of street vendors 19X9 1994

y'd

Street vendors in the capital city.. San Salvador. belong to the poorest
groups in society. Most are women heading single parent families, who
try to make a meagre living by selling fruit and vegetables. The children
usually accompany their mothers to the market. where they have little
chance to play or to learn. Most of the children do not attend primary
school, and start ss orking themselves by the age of seven. During its
first phase, the project established a Child Development Centre a short
distance from the central market of Soyapango, and was able to set up a
second centre in the neighbourhood of Mejicanos. Both centres provide
a day care programme for the children and try to involve the mothers in
various aspects of the operation of the centres. In its current phase, the
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project will refine the
educational programme for the
children, develop an education
and training programme for
mothers in nutrition, health and
early stimulation methods, and
provide training in business
managment and financial
administration for the mothers,
as well as expanding its
outreach to more families and
children.

Universidad Centro-Americana Jose Simeon Callas
(Jose Simeon Cahas Central American University)

Parent education
programme

1989 1994

The social services department of the Universidad Centro-Americana
(t.cAt has developed a community-based parent education programme
in three marginal areas of San Salvador. Local people have been
identified and trained to work with parents of young children to help
them to understand the importance of the educational, social and
physical development of their children and what, in the light of
prevailing conditions they can do to improve it. Materials have been
developed which focus on issues related to physical and mental health,
nutrition, early stimulation and literacy. The recently established Centre
for Educational Research is taking responsibility for the continued
implementation of the projec, The Centre intends to analyse the
situation of pre-school children and further develop and apply
appropriate strategies and programmes.

France

Association Collectifs Enfants-Parents Protessionnels c:PP)
(The Association of Children. Parents and Professionals)

Parent-run pre-school I9g6 1992
centres

WEN' is a national federation of over 700 day care centres initiated and
managed by parents, where parents and professionals work together on
a partnership basis. In a first phase the project set up pilot centres in
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four different types of community where immigrant and indigenous
parents and child care professionals are together managing and running
varied forms of child care facilities as well as setting up links with other
local services. In a second phase, the project is disseminating its
approach at local, regional and national levels. More than twelve new
centres have been opened and ACEPP receives regular requests for
support, advice and training in setting up still more of these self-
sustained creYhes parentales in disadvantaged areas. AcEPP's training
strategy works at two levels: directly with the creches on how to set up
and maintain a parent-run facility: and through training of professionals.
parents and local policy makers. Also on a national level, ACEPP is

undertaking advocacy on behalf of young children in social intervention
and prevention programmes and intluencing policies to ensure that the
necessity of parental irwolvement is accepted and to enhance the
process of social in ..,cation for disadvantaged families.

Relais Enfants-Parents (REP) (Parent-Children Liaison)

Cel/tric \c tonal I99() I993

REP Ls as established in 1986 to concentrate on the specific needs and
interests of children who are abruptly separated from their parents
because of imprisonment. Work is undertaken in prisons with mothers
and fathers: with institutions and families that are caring for the
children: and with judges and administrators and staff of prisons. With
the support of the Foundation. REP is creating a Cellule National which
has a support and coordination function for regional groups. The
objectives include training, evaluation and research as well as advocacy
in order to inform the public and policy makers about the needs of the

I- 40.000 or so children and their parents whose circumstances are
generally misunderstood or even ignored.

Germany

Forschungsgruppe Nlodellprojekl 'Research Group for Model Projects)

rurkish children
and mothers

1985 1995

In pro ious phases the project has worked to help immigrant families.
most of whom are of Turkish origin. integrate into the host society.
Integration has been difficult, especially for young children and their
mothers. The project team, guided by the needs of the immigrant
population. initiated activities including home visits, mother and child
school entry groups. literacy classes. German language classes and
courses about health and nutrition. These activities were centred in a
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p1tmat\ school in Gelsenkirchen and the project s ssork became a
model for other schools ss ith tninotit gioup popidations As Nuch great
interest has been shown in the work of the project. the team is nos%
trying to devise ways of reaching a national audience by refining
strategies for ssorkine with minority families and promoting
understanding of issues related to immigrant groups. Materials on the
experiences of the project and the cultural practices of the migrant
community Is ill be produced. The project skill address its activities to
minority families. educators. policy makers and the general public.

Guatemala

Community support 1991 - 1993
for urban children

Over one-third of Guatemala Cit mil million inhabitants live in
squatter areas: a quarter of them are children under Nis tears. The less
sees ices in the squatter areas are overburdened and will become more so
as migration from rural areas continues. In I9ti I the government set up

)IN NI'. an inter-institutional committee for disadvantaged areas. with
funding from t \ Ict-i and MMiCill1 AMIN FrontiM'A, to SS ork with
disadvantaged urban communities towards improving their living
conditions. cot St's integrated approach includes providing amenities.
training health ssorkers and running literacy courses. The Foundation is
supporting c otx st, to add a child development project to its work. The
project ss ill des clop home-based da care sers ices and train local
%%omen to become carers. or modivs c uidadoraA. The mothers will take
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the children into their cm n homes v Inch s ill he supplied ss ith basic
equipment and pla) materials Local health momotors tall ssork
alongside the mothers to monitor the children \ health The protect rti

part of a Luger communit) des elopment piogiamme that \\ill undertake
associated work such as the construction of pla) areas, and the
pros ision of emplo) ment opportunities for the residents

reland

Thgher Pre-School and Farnil Centre

Toeher Family Centre 1989 1995

The Togher area of the Lit) of Cork compi ises public housing e,,tates
and a population ss ith an unemplo) meet rate aho\ e 5(I per cent A pie-
school. set tip in 1973 became the basis lot the Toghei Vann!) Centre
\\ Melt was set tip in 1986 Members of the commune) are ins °Red in
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the management and running of the Centre. The project supports and
develops existing programmes such as the creche. pre-school, family
education. and activities for adults. Emphasis is given to training parent
volunteers. organisational development. and pre-entry programmes for
children about to enter the formal school system. The centre has
recently begun to promote its community-based approaches in family
education and early childhood development through workshops with
city and regional professionals working in this field, and through the
strengthening of its training activities.

Israel

The Association of the Education and Development Project

Early childhood and
parent education
in the Negev

1981 1992

Starting in 1981. a series of parent-oriented educational activities was
developed in Sderot, a Development Town in the Negev in southern
Israel. Some of these activities are now being extended to other towns
in the Negev which face a similar range of socio- economic hardships.
Implementation of programmes is based on local needs and includes
pre-school facilities for 0-6 year olds: enrichment activities for primary
school children: programmes in community centres and health clinics:
and home visiting schemes. These all involve parents and specially
trained para-professionals from the same communities.

The Association for the Advancement of the Ethiopian Family and Child in Israel

Beta Yisrael project 1985 1993

Adapting to life in Israel has been difficult for many of the 40.000
Ethiopians who have arrived there since the mid-I970s. During its first
few years of operations. the project, located in Beer Sheva, concentrated
on activities that aimed to strengthen the self-confidence of the
immigrants. help them participate in Israeli society and prepare their
children for the future. To this end the project has developed enrichment
programmes. home visiting services, group work for parents and
adolescents, and a health education programme. Many of these
activities arc implemented by Ethiopians trained as para-professionals.
During the current phase the project will extend its activities. and
integrate them into existing services. Links ss ill be built up with other
organisations working towards helping the immigrant population
integrate into Israeli society.
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The Trust of Programmes for Early Childhood, Family and Community Education, Ltd.

East Jerusalem 1979 1995

From 1979. the project developed a unique educational model, linking
centre and community-based activities 101 young children and families
in deprived neighbourhoods of the Old City of Jerusalem A training
system for pant-professionals. the extension of the 'parent' concept to
include older sisters, the involvement of fathers and adolescentboss.
and a productive role for the elderly v. ere important elements The
project has created a resource centre to Nerve the north of the country.
and expanded its activities to include health and nutrition education
training of community workers and strengthening a network of early
childhood provision. The experience in East Jerusalem led to the setting

up of a new project to reach out to other Arab communities v.hile the
activities in East Jerusalem are now being consolidated and
institutionalised.

Association for community and education in Acre (Y.tii.tn)

Acre project 1986 1993

Acre, in northern Israel. has poor housing. high unemployment and a
lack of adequate educational facilities The town's population is mixed
Jewish/Arab and the project is working v. ith both Arab and Jess ish
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parents, children and other community members in an effort to
overcome some of the problems affecting young children. Working
initially in one neighbourhood, various activities were developed
including child care, informal pre-school enrichment, resource
provision, community organisation and multi-disciplinary training for
para-professionals. In a second phase the programme is reaching out to
other neighbourhoods and promoting links with local agencies.

Israel Association of Community Centres (Matnas)

Early childhood and 1989 1992
parent education

The Association is responsible for some 150 multi-purpose community
centres in Israel, mainly located in Development Towns and depressed
urban neighbourhoods. About half of these centres run varying types of
early childhood and parent education programmes. Community centres
form a natural meeting point between local organisations and services.
The project's work includes in-service training of professionals and
para-professionals from the surrounding communities, and developing
materials and methods which are made available to other similar
organisations. The project works at both local and national levels. and
uses the accumulated knowledge and experience of other Foundation-
supported programmes in Israel to encourage early childhood work
which promotes the involvement of families and communities.

Project Renewal, Jewish Agency for Israel

Kiryat Gat early 1992 1994
childhood enrichment
programme Kiryat Gat is a new town built in the 1950s to accommodate

immigrants. Though its population of 30.00(1 come from more than 40
countries. Oriental Jesss form the majority. Project Renewal. which
works with local residents in two disadvantaged neighbourhoods, is
adding, with Foundation support, an early childhood project to its work.
The project will involve establishing a new child care centre to both
support the few existing early childhood programmes and to develop
new programmes. The project's areas of work include encouraging
parents in their role as their children's prime educators. and improving
the skills of pre-school teachers and para-professionals through
ssorkshops on topics such as running pre-schools, and child
development and behaviour. It is hoped that parents will become
involved in the work of the project and the centre through discussion
groups dealing with issues such as child development, play and parent-
child interaction. Home visitors will also he recruited and trained from
among the parents.
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Italy

Istituto per to Promozione dello Sviluppo Economic() e Sociale (istw.$)
(Institute for Economic and Social Development)

Poi rammti nfan:ia 1986 1992

"\-1

2;

Basilicata, in southern Italy. is mountainous, thinly populated and offers
few employment opportunities. Based on the experience gained by ISPES
in a project supported by the Foundation until 1986 in neighbouring
Mingardo, the project has introduced new ways of working in the health
and education sectors. Its overall goal of better coordination and
cooperation within and between the two si.-)rvices is complemented by
efforts to sensitise parents and community members to their own
capacities for involvement in the development of young children. A
major part of the project's work has involved innovative and well-
integrated training approaches for professionals and key people in the
institutions. Additional activities throughout the region include the
production of learning materials, launching parent education activities
and support for local initiatives, such as Cooperatives for Social Work.

Associazione dei Comuni Molisani (Association of the Molise Community)

Molise programme 1987 1992

Universita di Bologna

Communities in the Molise region tend to he small. unemployment is
high. and services such as health and education are scarce and deficient.
In the early 1980s some 90 municipalities were assisted by the region to
employ unemployed teachers as animatori culmrali and, since 1987, the
project has been using these workers as the spearhead of a regional
endeavour to mobilise and make full use of existing local resources for
young children. In each of 20 communities a wide range of child-
oriented activities have been developed by local support groups, links
have been forged with schools and health services, and Molise now has
a Regional Council for Minors' Affairs to promote the rights and well-
being of children. In a second phase more communities arc being
involved. a health education programme is being designed and
implemented and parents and community members will play increasing
roles in the planning. implementation and evaluation of all activities.

Po Delta project 1987 1992

The Po Delta is a relatively depressed. predominant!) agricultural rural
area. Ns ith high unemployment rates. When the project started in 1987.
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little official attention was being paid to the needs of young children. As
a result, high school failure and drop-out rates in primary and secondary
education were common. Together with the Education Department of
the Emilia Romagna Region, the University of Bologna has developed a
series of flexible child care services operating in five communities. In
each community. a centre has been set up which provides varied
responses to the needs of children from 0 to 6 years of age. Activities
make use of the resources of the family. the community and existing
educational and social services. Members of the communities have been
involved from the planning stage. and parents are encouraged to
participate in planning of action and running activities at each of the
five centres. A key feature of the work is to ensure that local resources
arc mobilised to support the centres once Foundation funding ceases.

Jamaica

University of the West Indies

Teenage mothers 1986 1992
and their children

Many babies in Jamaica are horn to teenage mothers and the social,
economic and personal consequences for the mothers and their children
can he disastrous. Low birth-weights. malnutrition and illness are
common among these highly disadvantaged infants and there is a need
to provide young mothers v. ith support and education in child rearing.
The project has established a residential day care centre with facilities
for academic and \ ocational training for teenage mothers. The centre is
also developing presentive outreach programmes for adolescents in the
area's secondary schools. Another centre, based at a health clinic.
provides day care and academic training for mothers as well as a home
visiting programme.

University of the West Indies

Advanced Studies in 1987 1993
early childhood education

In Jamaica and the rest of the Caribbean. as in many other countries,
training for teachers in early childhood education is generally at a low
level. As a result, the University of the West Indies has designed a part-
time Bachelor of Education course specifically for early childhood
education personnel. The course, which runs for six weeks each
summer over a period of six years. is training a cadre of specialist
personnel who will provide leadership in early childhood education in
both Jamaica and the region.
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Ministry of Education/University' of the %Vest Indies

The Foundation has supported a series of projects since 1966 which
were designed to raise the level of Jamaica's Basic Schools all run by
their local communities. The current project, based at a teacher training
college, is developing a residential training course for Basic School
teachers and offering specific support to teachers setting up and running
Resource Centres. These aid Basic School teacher development and
stress the need to give greater attention to increasing parental
understanding of child development and to improving nutrition. Basic
Schools originally catered for 4 to 6 year olds but increasing attendance
by 3 year olds has led the project to develop a curriculum for this age
group which includes developing an associated training programme for
teachers and suitable materials.

Okinawa Association of Community Book and Toy Libraries

The Okinawan people living on the Ryuku Islands, the southernmost
islands of Japan, have a distinct language and culture from the rest of
the country. The islands' economy is based on sugar growing and
processing. Per capita income is tsso- thirds that of the rest of Japan and
unemployment is three times higher. Children start school at a



disadvantage because they often speak no Japanese and there are no
programmes designed t) help them catch up with other Japanese
children. Because of this, school drop-out rates are high, and only 18
per cent of the islands' high school graduates enter university as
compared to the national average of 38 per cent. To improve the
situation for children in the area, the Okinawa Association of
Community Toy and Book Libraries for pre-school children, an
organisation of parents' voluntary groups, will work towards
strengthening the network of grassroots community libraries, improving
Japanese language skills while maintaining the Okinawa language and
culture. and enhancing parents' child rearing skills. Groups of pre-
school children will he brought together in houses or community halls.
with parents taking it in turns to lead the children's activities.

Kenya

Ministry of Education/Kenya Institute of Education

NAct.ci../Dici..ci: Programme 1984 1994

x

d.

Ti11,1

Che National Centre for Early Childhood Education (s5crci- ), based at
the Ken a Institute of Education in Nairobi. coordinates and supports
early childhood teams throughout the countr). Working through District
Centres for Early Childhood Education (Dichci.$), the programme
provides training for pre-school teachers and those who train them:
helps to develop curricula and teaching methods adapted to the
lanutiage, culture and traditions of local communities: encourages
research and evaluation activities: and emphasises the involvement of
parents and the local community in all aspects of pre-schools. This
includes building, equipping and managing pre-schools, providing
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resources and materials. and contributing to the curriculum. Training by
ACIRT/DICI:ks is usually provided in the localities and schools where

people NA ork.

Ministry of Education/Kenya Institute of Education and Samburu County Council

Samburu project 1989 1992

The Samburu people. living in the northern part of Kenya. are by
tradition nomadic and rely on a subsistence economy based on cattle.
Demographic changes. drought and disease have decimated the herds
and led to radical changes in the Saniburu way of life. The project,
initially concentrating on three areas, is working with families,
communities and existing services to develop programmes which will
improve the quality of life of young children. Particular attention is
being gi\en to: education; environmental and personal hygiene: food
production and conservation: nutrition: health; and an understanding of
traditional survival skills in the context of the culture and traditions of
the Samburu people.

Ministry of Education/Kenya Institute of Education

Regional '('raining and 1990 1995

Resource Centre for Africa
The Regional Training and Resource Centre (RI R(1 is housed in the
grounds of the Ken)a Institute of Educatiim. The obiectives of the R1 kt
include the identification of training needs and expertise in the region:
the provision of training facilities and the organisation of short-term
training programmes: and the building up of a library of educational and
training resources relevant to the region. While the initial focus has
been on projects supported by the Foundation. all the al ac's
programmes and resources will eventuallt be mailable to earl)
childhood ))orkers throughout the region.

Jomo Kenyatta Unkersity College of Agriculture and Technology,
Department of Home Economics

Mumias Project 1992 1995

(In association with the S-K Foundation. The Netherlands)
Over the fast 15 )ears. a change in the economic base of the area around
Lake Victoria in western Kenya has had a strong impact on the local
population. The small subsistence farmers living traditional lifestyles
have now become paid employees on sugar cane plantations as the land
has been taken over by large-scale sugar companies. As farmers leave
ancestral lands to live in villages on the plantations they no longer grow
their own food; instead they are dependent on products bought front
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Ministry of Education

Early childhood
development programme

travelling salesmen at inflated prices. This has, in turn. led to
unbalanced diets, increased malnutrition and infant and child mortality.
The University College, with Foundation support, will run activities in
the Mumias area to improve the conditions of the children. The
activities will include working through mothers to raise health and
nutrition awareness. training community health workers, collaborating
with plantation managers to increase their understanding of the health
and nutritional needs of the workers, and working vith the local
hospital in efforts to prevent malnutrition.

Lesotho

1989 1992

Lesotho's population is largely rural and lives in remote mountainous
areas with few services. Early childhood development centres have
been established by local communities in much of the country and are
supported by the Fart Childhood Division of the Ministry of
Education. Resource people have been identified in each region of the
country v ho can pass on to local leaders. teachers. parents and

communities information about the
developmental needs of your children
and ways of meeting them that are
appropriate to local culture and
traditions. The Early Childhood

r.,' vr.'
'-"
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Malaysia

Division supports the programme with
training. curriculum development.
supervision and registration of centres,
materials-making workshops. and
advocacy in the media in order to create
greater awareness nationally and locally
of the needs of young children.

Kementerian Kebaikan Masyarakat (Ministry of Welfare Services)

Alternative child care 1984 1992
project

After a 1 9 8 2 nationwide sample survey revealed that the quality of child
care services available was uneven, the Ministry of Welfare Services
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v, as gixen the task of implementing a nem child Laic centre lass To
lealise this the project, initiated Its the Wiwi N. has pi oL ided tiainiag

ogiammes lot 140 go\ em ment staff and mote than 100 m 01ket s to
child cafe centres in plantation areas l. illages and in the capital, Kuala
Lumpui The naming apac it) is being strengthened and broadened

ith the establishment ot naming and des elopment teams in each of the
countix s states Thes concentrate on health. h giene. support 101
childien. [mei action midi cluldi en and general management of child
caw set% ices

Mexico

Secretaria de Ldueacion Pubhca, threecion de Edueacion Intend
(Depaitinent 0( Public Education, Eat l\ lkication Pratt

l'imet it) Wahl 1990 1991

Me \ ico's edtication s \ stem ntatettals and methodolo,g hate all.% a) `.
been Ilea\ Ill. centialised and based oil COndIllons in Mexico Cox,
iegaidless of the counti 's l.l. ide cultural diffetences Al protect set five
soulhein stall:`, 01 Mexico. based on a pre\ IOUS Foundation-suppot ted

oiect iti taigeting the disachantaged indigenous chddien and Ian-lilies
I he protect is concentrating on earl stimulation, parent and community
guidance, and health and I.igiene education r l.l. materials and
methodologies are being developed and used by punnotol us who
ieceixe nn- service naming

I
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Comisitin Mexicana de Alida a Refugiados (toM Rl
(Mexico Commission of Assistance to Refugees)

Earls education for
refugee children

1990 1 9Q3

Ocr the last decade, violence and discrimination against indigenous

groups in Guatemala has caused approximately 4(1.0(10 people from

Indian communities to lice over the border into Mexico. Many refugees

suffer from health and nutrition problems. trauma, and the break-up of

their families. Most refugees are unable to speak Spanish and therefore

have difficulty in starting to build a life in Mexico. coxiAR is working

with the refugees to stimulate non-formal early education using a

network of/worm/was which has emerged in the refugee community.

The project concentrates on parent education, early stimulation, health

and nutrition. and helps parents understand and improve the

psychological conditions of their children.

Morocco

Utthersite Nlohim»ed V (Mohammed V University. Faculty of Education Sciences)

lrfaie 1990 1994

.lifide is the Arabic word for children and is also an acronym for

fIlliance de Travail dons la J ormation it I:1(1bn, pour l'Entimee.

v, Inch means Union of Work in Education and Action for Children. The
project is focusing on producing low -cost

educational materials. and providing in-
service training of pre-school teachers. It

also has a national role in conceptualising
and supporting the establishment of it

network of pre-school education across the

country. Through close cooperation with the

Ministry of Education, the project hopes to

improve training capacity and further
develop the concept of pre-school education

in Morocco,
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Ministere de ('Education (Nlinistry of Flication)

Koranic pm-schools 1990- 1994

The Koranic school s) stem in Morocco. based on the teachings of
Islam. incorporates over 3-1-.000 schools. Although the s) stem is
privately run, pedagogical supervision is the responsibility of the
Department of Primary Education at the Ministry of Education. The
Ministry initiated this project to upgrade the quality of the Koranic pre-
schools, which range from the traditional to the modem. within the
cultural and religious traditions of Morocco. An in-service training
programme, using a new concept of pre-school education. is being
introduced in seven districts. In each one. two schools have been
selected to serve as demonstration models and resource centres for pre-
school teachers and supervisors. Particular emphasis is being put on the
transition from pre-school to primary school, and on the production of
low-cost educational materials.

Mozambique

Secretaria do Estado de Accati Social (State Secretarial for Social Affairs I

Ilulene project

Associaca6 dos Amigos

Community -based earls
childhood do elopment

1989 - 1994

Hulene is a neighbourhood 10 kilometres from the capital. Maputo. Its
50,000 inhabitants include many people from other parts of the country
ssho have sought refuge from the war, drought and other natural
disasters. Some 7.000 children aged 2 to 7 attend the escolinhas (little
schools1 which have been set up b) members of the community. The
project has a training programme for the animadoreA working in the
cAcothlita%. mostly young ssomen. A guidebook for the a/Own/ores is
being developed to suggest diversified activities for children's learning
that are related to their own reality and environment. The production of
other learning materials and toys (low locally available resources is also
under ss ay.

da ilha de Mocambique ( Am)
(Association of the Friends of Ilha de Mocambique)

199(1 - 1993

The district Ilha de Mocambique comprises an island off the north east
coast of tvloiambique and a part of (he adjacent mainland. The Ilha has
a unique cultural heritage, and its multi-ethnic population - African.
European. Indian and Arab has increased from 40.000 to
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approximately 50,0(X) as a result of the war. There were no day care

facilities, and younger children were looked after by older siblings

while their parents work. Health. hygiene and nutrition levels are poor,

with 43 per cent of the children suffering from malnutrition. The project

is stimulating community organisation. setting up early childhood

groups, running parent education programmes, and trying to improve
health and hygiene. Parent education focuses on child development and

nutrition: training for women from the community to become monitors
in the early childhood groups is based on the use of locally available
materials. The project is also being sponsored by the Commission of

European Communities.

.
-,Y r..

The Netherlands

Museum voor het Onderwijs (Museum of Education)

Museon 1985 1992

The Museum. located in The Hague. provides educational services to

schools and focuses on the theme 'Man and His World'. Traditionally
catering to the 9 to 18 age group, the Museum is now reaching out to

younger children. The project has developed support materials for
teachers of these children based on the daily lives of children in the

Sahel region of Africa, and is using the Museum setting to develop

expertise in the use of Museum facilities. Some 5.000 young children

visit the exhibition each year in groups as part of a school programme

+ + bile ratan others visit independently with their families. The overall

aim is to enhance the multicultural perspective in education and the

children's av,areness of the world as an interdependent system.
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Stichting het Kind in de Buurt (Child and Neighbourhood Foundation)

Young families at risk 1985 1996

In the northern province, of The Netherlands. ss here an estimated 25
per cent of the labour force is unemployed. many teenagers face a life
on l el fare. Kind or de Hour,. based in the province of Groningen, trains
adolescents in parenting techniques through activities in neighbourhood
creches. Adolescents in vocational schools are involved in developing
teaching materials on teenage parenthood. The project also trains
unqualified day care staff in planning activities fur children coming
from disadvantaged families. The project's approach of linking the
activities in day care centres and the education of adolescents in schools
is being adopted by other organisations. among them the Foundation-
supported Pro httindibus Foundation (see below).

Stichting de Meeuw (Seagull Foundation)

Santo/Ape/ (Joint Action ) 1989 1996

The Santenspe/ project v.orks in two areas of Rotterdam designated as
Educational Priority Areas by the Ministries of Education and of Social
Welfare. and directs its activities at immigrant families of Turkish and
Moroccan origin. Initially the project worked to encourage parents to
enroll their children in the municipal subsidised playgroups by running
informal play afternoons once a sleek. The tork gradually expanded to
include training programmes for multi-ethnic play leaders. and activities
for mothers and children. Scum' nvel is nos. korking to develop
specific activities to help minority children in their transition to the
formal school system. and will document their experiences for other
interested organisations. The project is also try ing to integrate its
approaches ithin the existing day care provision in all the education
priority areas of the city.
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Stichting Pro Infantibus (Pro Infantibus Foundation)

Young families at risk 1990 1992

Following the pioneering work of the project of the same name in the
north of the country (see above). a Foundation established in the
southern province of Limburg is introducing similar methodologies in
day care centres and vocational schools in the town of Maastricht.
Aiming its activities at similar target groups as Groningen. the project
has adapted materials and developed new approaches for the training or
day care workers. One such approach is a training system using video.

Other programmes include child stimulation, parenthood and coping
skills for adolescents.

Nederlands Instituut voor Zorg en We Izijn rim) (Netherlands Institute of Care and Welfare)
and Kruisvereniging (Home Care Association). Breda

Child development 1991 1994

programme
Early childhood health care in The Netherlands is carried out by non-
governmental organisalion,, called Kruisvermigingen. which serve more
than 60 per cent of the population. Although the staff of the
Krui.srerenigingen are highly esperienced. they are unable to reach
disadvantaged families effectively. A pilot project has been started in
two areas to improve the tsork with families with children aged 0-4

years. Mothers from these communities are being trained as voluntary
home visitors. It is hoped that their contact ss ith families in their
community will stimulate parents to join the programme. The aim is to
eventually incorporate the programme into the regular services of the
KruiAverenigingen. The pilot project draws on experience gained in
other Foundation-supported projects in the t K and Ireland.

Netherlands Antilles

Centro pa Desaro3o di 'trails twin: Anal')
(Centre for the Des elopment of The Netherlands Antilles)

Antilles earls childhood 191{6 1995

programme
The project storks on five Antillean islands to improve the quality of
day care and home-based nursery services. The adoption of Dutch as
the official language has kept the islands apart from educational
developments elsewhere in the Caribbean. Existing day care provision
is insufficient to cater to the needs of the islands. especially ss ith more
mothers seeking paid work to help their families sort itc. In an earlier
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phase. the project developed courses in child development for different
levels of staff and encouraged parental involvement in the work of day
care centres. Anticipating a rapid expansion in the number of pre-
schools in the near future, the project is running basic training courses
for untrained day care employees. and diploma courses for the directors
of creches and pre-schools. Appropriate learning materials, geared to
the needs of each island. are being developed and a Training and
Resource centre has been established in Curacao which will assist with
similar activities for the other islands. The project also reaches parents
and child care workers through radio programmes. and the distribution
of educational materials.

N. Ail New Zealand

Arian Ako Pasifika (Family Learning in the Pacific Way)

,thau .Uo PaqIika 1988 1992

Three per cent of Ness Zealand's population are people from the Pacific
Islands of Samoa. the Cook Islands. Niue. Tonga. the Tokelau Islands
and Fiji. Originally coming to New Zealand for employment. Pacific
Islanders now face unemployment rates of up to 30 per cent the
highest in the country. The project supports a home -based programme
that works to imprme health practices, nutrition and parenting skills
within the Pacific Island communities. Activities focus on the language
and traditions of the Pacific Islands. as well as on the English language
and the local environment. The project is now k1/4 orking on consolidating
its activities, and des eloping a low-cost, sustainable model for home-
based inters entions. It is also extending its activities to include isolated
families and other ethnic groups that are under-represented.

Nicaragua

Mintsterio de Educacion (Ministry of Education)

Rural pre-schools 1990 - 1993

During the first two phases of the project between 1981 and 1989.
efforts were concentrated on the construction of adequate infrastructure
and developing a model for community-based pre-schools in four of the
country's six regions. The pre-schools used local mothers trained as
para-professionals and student olunteers under the guidance of
professional teachers. Since then the project increasingly operates from
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community centres and facilities. and private homes. In its current
phase. in spite of fundamental changes in the public sector because of a
change of government in 1990. the project has expanded to more
communities in other parts of the country. It is working to refine the
training courses and to increase the invoIxement of parents and
community members to create a more supportive environment for the
young child.

Centro de Edueacion Comunieacion Popular (uANTEn%)
(Centre for Education and Communication)

C tm/at! Sandwo 1989 1992

Ciudad Sandino is a highly disadx antaged municipalit close to
Nicaragua's capital. Managua. Its 0 0 0 0 0 inhabitants I e in conditions
of extreme poverty, lacking practically all basic services. Many children
are at risk, confronting malnutrition. sex ere neglect. abandonment.
violence and sexual abuse. The project is involving the community in
finding solutions to these problems. Community members, particularly
adolescents. are being trained to work ss ith parents and children at risk,
and an educational programme for parents focuses on their personal and
famil, problems and how these affect the development of their children.

BEST COPY AWAKE



Centro de InformaciOn s Servicios de ..ksesoria en Salud (cts.ts)
(Centre of Information and Advice on Health)

Prnyectp /dim a tuna 1991 1994

NICEF (Nigeria)

Child development
programme

The political instabilit} and natural disasters in Nicaragua have severely
affected the country's economy, infrastructure, foe'. production and
social services. As a result the health of much of the population.
especially children, has suffered. Although everyone is entitled to free
health care. the reality is that care is not available due to the lack of
facilities, supplies and trained health workers. Because of the absence
of curative health care. CISAS is concentrating on preventive health care
education. cisAs activities include: training para-professional workers
to focus on the health and nutrition needs of young children: running a
health education programme for parents: developing a child-to-child
approach to health education; introducing health education into the
curriculum of teacher training colleges; and establishing training
programmes for professionals monitoring non-formal early childhood
care and education programmes to ensure that the health and nutrition
needs of children are taken into account in the implementation of local
programmes. nsAs % ill also develop support materials for the training
of para-professionals and educational materials for them to use with the
children, and materials for the health education programme for parents.

Nigeria

1987 1995

\ ICH- has been %\orking ss ith the Federal Government of Nigeria infer
ilia through the Federal Ministr3 of Education and one of its parastatal
organisations. the Nigerian Educational Research and Development
Council. to develop alternative community-based. low-cost approaches
to early childhood development. The programme's social mobilisation
approach involves all those who look after )(lung children mothers.
siblings and other caregkers and emphasises child development.
health and nutrition. the use of locally relevant materials. :.ind the
reinforcement of local languages and traditional cultures. In 1991, the
number of Local Government Areas involved increased from five to 16.
The programme i s part of a s s kier initiative involving different sectors
and ministries which promotes rural development and tries to lessen the
bras 3 burden of food production and processing %%Inch in practice falls
on %,%. omen.
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oNtEP (Nigeria) (Organisation and ate Juno /'Education Prjscolaire
World Organisation for Pre-school Education)

Niushin community
day care

1991 1994

Large shanty towns have developed in Lagos. Nigeria's capital. as
housing proision cannot keep up with the numbers of people arriving

from rural areas. Living conditions in Mushin. one of the most deprived

areas. arc impoverished and overcrowded. III health and poor nutrition

are common. and most families subsist on minimal earnings from street

trading. in which children often participate. As parents ssork long hours.

there is !teas y demand for child care. Existing child care centres are

overcrowded. have few resources and the care givers are often

untrained. OMIT. with Foundation support, intends to improve the

education and care of children through providing skills development
and learning opportunities to the care givers. and training to produce

loss -cost learning materials. Through contacts ss ith families. local

set's ices and community groups a support network for the care givers

and families of NIushin is being created.

Pakistan

International Rescue Committee

Koclakistan education
project

19/0 1993

Many of the estimated six million Afghans ss ho has c taken refuge in

neighbouring Pakistan are ass aiting the opportunity to return to their

home country. Most of them come from rural areas and are largely

illiterate. Their physical condition is poor. sith ssidespread malnutrition
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and general health problems. Children especially lack stimulation and
support. Since 1987. the project has been stimulating the oveiall
development of the children and working to strengthen the mothers'
role as prime educators. through the development of early childhood
facilities in conjunction with health services and the training of para-
professionals to work with the mothers and children. Special attention is
also being given to improving health and nutrition.

Peru

Iimsterio de Edueacion/Instituto Nacional de InvestigaciOn y Desarrollo de la Educacion
(Isaiw) (National Institute for Educational Research
and Development)

National non-formal 1990 1994
education programme

Since 1979. %s hat began as a pre-school project in Ate-Vitarte near Lima
has developed into a comprehensive system of training and support for
the non-formal sector. The programme involves the training of local
women as animadoras. the development of a culturally relevant
curriculum, involvement of parents and communities in their children's
education, and the training of professionals who supervise and
coordinate non-formal pre-school education programmes. Semi-
autonomous training teams have been set up in our of Peru's 12
regions. The work includes the first years of primary school and
adaptation of curricula in teacher training colleges.
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Singapore

vrtv Child Care Cooperative

Alternative child care 1986 - 1992
services

Increasingly. more children in Singapore need day care services as more
women enter the work force as a result of a declining birthrate and a
labour shortage. The N0 c. with government and Foundation assistance.
has set up child care centres in the empty ground floor spaces beneath
the multi-storey apartment buildings in which most families live. The
centres are available to the children of lov, -income families where both
parents work. Activities include toy and hook libraries, story telling
sessions, parent-teacher groups and a scheme where elder brothers and
sisters conic to the centre and become involved in activities with the
children.

'10

National Institute of Education

Singapore tr. 1983 - 1992

Research carried out by the Institute since 1983 has provided the first
comprehensive data on the social and cognitive des elopment of children
in Singapore. A major outcome was the finding that while children did
\\ ell at mathematics and had normal intellectual and social skills. many
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In Loco

R I )Lx 1. (I ?ede Apoio
un DeSenvoivimento
hi tegrado do A/garve -
Support Network for
Children and Community
Development in the
Algarve)

Portugal

1985 1994

The rural area of the Algarve offers few emplo)ment opportunities.
other than in traditional hill farming. Man) young adults leave home to
work in the tourist industry on the coast or elseu here. Young children
are often brought up by members of the extended family and have
limited educational and employment prospects. 'ray setting up
experimental child development centres in four communities and
training local people as Para-professionals to run them, the project has
initiated a new pattern of social investment in the area's future. R11)1.xl
developed four village-based communit) associations which manage
the local children's centres. and helped to establish the voluntar)
organisation. In Loco. to support the associations and expand their
work. Child development programmes have ahead) reached about
I .00(1 children and their families. Educational and cultural activities are
arranged for children as well as for adults teachers. parents. local
leaders, grandparents and siblings. A mobile support team visits small
hamlets where trained professionals work with mothers and children in
small groups. ttma.xt has also helped to set up vocational courses \stitch
led to the establishment of business enterprises. During the current
phase. In Ldico %k ill provide advice, training programmes and materials
throughout the region to encourage the establishment of additional
centres and to ensure that child and educational components are given
sufficient priori!) in the region's development planning.

Institute de Estudos pars o Desenvolvimento (Institute of Development Studies)

Ed) project 1986 1992

A 1980 study showed that -19 per cent of children from deprived urban
neighbourhoods failed in the first grades of school. An initial phase of
the project began in 1983 to work with four schools in two working
class neighbourhoods in Lisbon to develop innovatise and community-
oriented methods to change what were seen as backward and
unsympathetic pedagogical practices of elementary school teachers. In a
second phase which began in 1986. the project was able to extend its
strategy including the design and publication of support materials. in-
service training and the organisation of seminars for policy makers and
leaders of teacher training colleges to 17 schools in three areas of the
country. In its current third phase. which began in 1988. the project is
working closely 1k ith the Ministry of Education to achieve a natioil
impact for the project's work through teacher education programmes.
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had problems with language skills. As a result. intensive training
programmes were instituted for teachers and supervisors from 40 pre-
schools. In its current phase. the project is helping to organise clusters
of pre-schools in small support networks to exchange ideas and
experiences and help to sustain the impact of the training. In addition.
the project is disseminating its findings to professionals and parents
through public seminars. publications and a mass media programme
including radio talks and ness spaper articles.

N'rt Child Care Cooperative

Regional Training and
Resource Cern re for Asia

198X 1993

A regional training and resource centre turR(.1 for early childhood care
and education has been established to: help identify training needs in
Asia: identify training expertise throughout the region in order to build
up and support regional training capacity: develop training courses: and
provide educational and training materials. The tatu runs workshops
for trainers on themes of common interest in the region. While the
Itlitc's initial focus is on projects supported by the Foundation. all the
programmes and resources ss ill eventually be available to early
childhood orkers throughout the region.

South Africa

Community Education and Doelopment Trust

Chatsvvorth Early
Learning Centre

1979 1995

The Early Learning Centre tut.(') in the Durban suburb of Chatsvorth
was established in 1979. It provides training for teachers in community-
based creches and of preparatory classes attached to primary schools.
supports childminding activities, runs parent groups and organises
playgroups in townships around Durham Community activities include
health education for adults, medical screening of pre-school children
and a variety of adult education courses. During the current phase. v,ork
in the field of child advocacy and support of children's rights ss ill he
e panded.

Entokozweni Early Learning and Community Services Centre

Entoko/v,eni project 1974 1995

The Early Learning and Community Services Centre. set up in 1974 in
Soweto provides full day care and education for children from to 6
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years of age In addition, the Centre tries to meet the demand lot trained
pre-school staf f in Sov,cto and elsewheie by organising in -set \ ice
training, training workshops and demonstration classes for pre-school
workers School readiness classes fur children without pie-school
experience and a programme where childminders are trained ale also
linked to the project Plogrammes lot patents stiengthen understanding
of their educational roles The project also advocates for the interests of
oung children at local and national le els

Centre for Social Deselopinent, Rhodes I. niNersit

Graham stow n project 1984 1995

The Centre for Social Development is involved in training pre-school
teachers, building community support structures and organising parent
committees to encourage independent functioning of pre-schools The
Centre also works with home care groups and trains childminders
Outreach activities have resulted in the establishment and support of
farm-based pre-schools in the rural areas around Grahamstown Further
work is being undertaken on the development of theme-based packages
for use in pre-schools and home care groups and on a parent education
programme in health clinics and pre-schools

East London and Border Association for Early Childhood Edu .are

Border Early Learning 1987 1995

Centre
This project continues and expands the work of an eat het Foundation-
supported project by providing in-service training for pre-school
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teachers in the East London and Border area. It has a training
programme w ith Para-professionals in hospitals to support the overall
des elopment of children in their care, clinic-based activities for
mothers. and a support programme for new is established pre schools in
the Eastern part of the Cape Province. The Centre's Tead,... Educare
course has been accredited by the South African Association for Early
Childhood Educare and has set a standard for pre-school teacher
training throughout the country. Satellite Centres have been successfully
established in the region and has e taken over part of the training and
support activities. Training is followed by support visits of the Centre's
staff to the participants' places of work. The project is also developing
an emenske training module for community workers.

Rural Pre-school Deelopment Trust

tatale 1981 1995

Ntaiaiw fa South Soffit) word meaning to lead a young child by the
hand' began by training local women to work in farm-based pre-
schools around Viljoenskroon in the Orange Free State. SO eral hundred
pan-professional pre-school teachers have either been trained at
Ntataisc's n training centre. or receic support from titataise field
workers. The project cooperates in rural outreach programmes with
other Foundation-supported projects in Grahamstown. East London.
Queenstow n and Cape Toss n as SS ell as with the Rural Foundation.
Special emphasis is being laid on community and parental involvement.
the des elopment of training materials. advocacy and information and
resources for rural earl \ childhood programmes.

Western ('ape Foundation for Community Work (Ft I

w outreach project 1987 -- 1994

;41

w supports community organised pre-schools in and around th
Western Cape and Capetown. It provides a ariety of services related to

oung children and their families including: training 01 para-
professionals and supervisors for pre-schools; support for home visiting
programmes: training and support for home-based childminders: and
itcs ice and practical experience on curricula, toys and othe materials.
Communities wishing to set up their ow n earl childhood centres arc
assisted w ith training programmes w hick enable them to initiate and
manage all aspects of the task and eventually become autonomous.
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Queenstown Early Learning Centre

Queenstown Early 1989 1992
Learning Centre

The Queenstown FAX was set up in 1989 to take over the training
activities and support of groups ss ishing to start new pre-schools. These
services were previously pros ided by the Border Early Learning Centre
in East London (see above). The project. situated in the rural town of
Queenstown. provides teacher training for new pre-school teachers and
courses for experienced teachers in the surrounding villages and farms.
The Ets- initially helps communities to create their (mil pre-schools.
Parents are encouraged to become involsed by providing care and
support to the school. or by producing toys and educational materials.
The project assists in training the pre-school teachers. ss ho are usually
elected by members of the same community. Other support services
provided by the project include guidance to parent groups. management
training for parent committees, and advocacy on children's issues.

African Child Care Project Ltd.

Child care and support
in northern Natal

1990 - 1992

Many of the pre-school facilities in northern Natal Province are
privately run in homes or community centres. The African Child Care
Project has established a pre-school in the town of Nongoma that acts as
a model and provides a base for training throughout the area. The
project trains and supports parents and staff of pre-schools and creches.
Support is also given to communities wishing to set up their own pre-
school facilities, and special programmes help parents in their role as
home educators. At present the project reaches approximately 30(1
children in 15 groups around Nongoma. and it plans to expand its
activities to a nearby toss n.

Spain

Avuntamiento de Santa Fe/Provincia de Granada
(Municipality of Santa 1:e and Pros ince of Granada)

(*a/With/riot/es 92 1989 - 1992

The toss nship of Santa Ri is situated in Spain's poorest region.
Andalucia. and has a population of 12.000 inhabitants. Illiteracy in
some rural areas of the region is as high as 65 per cent. Juvenile crime
and vandalism are increasing and in recent years a greater proportion of
ss omen have begun to ssork outside the home. These factors have led to
a recognition of the need to institute tt process of change from the
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earliest sears that is aimed at reinforcing the role of parents as prime
educators of their children The project based in a drop -in centre for
children and 1 amilies. is des eloping an integrated approach to care and
education for children aged 0 to 3 ears sshich is distinct from
traditional da) care, lower in cost and socially useful The project team
ssorhs in partnership Kith parents and local sets ices to des clop
acts Ines and learning materials relating to children's des clopment and
health and h)giene ss ithin the Lnd) and 10111IllIMII

Patronat Municipal de Guarderies Infant' Is (Department of Pre-school Education)

Comet/ hi/am ni 19X9 1992

As part of a c dmated stIticture that the ( its of Barcelona is
deelopmg for earl) education cos enng children tiom O to 6 )ears of
age this action-research project is located in tvo disads. amaged areas of

the Lit) l'he project is des eloping a sers ice v Inch takes account of the
personal needs of the children in then commumt) contests and pros ides
acti% tics for 0 to 3 and 3 to 6 year olds 'the project's ssork includes
adaptation of esisting institutional structui es, training and retialiung of
staff the incorporation of health and h)giene education and the
deelopment of methods of ins ols mg patents and communit) meinheis
in children's acto, sties and development Opportunities are also

pros id«1 I or the eat IS learning of the Catalan lani.,wage v. here IleleSS,11!.
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Ministry of Education

Early childhood
development project

Swaziland

1990 1992

Most of the 200 early childhood centres throughout Swaziland %sere
built by the communities s%hich the sake. They are supported b the
parents and run b% teachers from the local community. As many of
these teachers are not formally trained, one of the project's areas of
activities is to develop an in-service pre-school teacher training
programme and relevant materials to meet the needs of the
communities. Three regional training centres run pre- and in-service
training courses V, Ili le district supervisors follow up and reinforce
training at the local level. Parent and community programmes are also
being des eloped through the pre-schools focusing on child rearing.
feeding and health issues.

Thailand

Ecoles sans Frontieres (Schools NA ithout Borders)

Refugees in Thailand 1984 1992

Victims of the conflicts in Indochina living in refugee camps in
Thailand frequentl succumb to a situation of dependency. isolation.
inactivity and depression. Young children are. of course. affected and
the project. operated by Etwdc.s AWLS Frontii'reA and Caring lOr Young
Refugees. has been ssorking to improse the qualit of child care and
education sers ices as yell as to stimulate self-help among the parents.
The project's educational actin ities use children's everyday experiences
to stimulate their all-round development. Now in its final year. as more
of the refugees are being repatriated. the loclls is increasingly on
preparations for continuing good quality child des elopment activities
%%hen they return to their home countries.

Redd Barna (Save the Children Fund. Nom

Khmer Wiomen's 1986 1992
Associations (Ks\

Apprommately 25 per cent of the displaced Kampticheans lis ing in the
Thai border camps are children under Ike ears old. Educational
opportunities for the children in the camps are limited. Tamil structures
are breaking doss n. the residents have no means of earning a [king. and
domestic s iolence caused h the pressure of camp life is c(nrimon. The
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Kw-% is trying to improve the situation by running parenting classes,

concentrating on earls childhood education. and courses on literacy and

skills training. It is working towards stimulating the active participation
of women in camp life. and creating a stable family environment for the

children.

Sage the Children Fund K)

Nongkhaem garbage dump 1990 1993

The majority of the IMO inhabitants lb.* around the Nongkhaem
garbage dump on the outskirts of Bangkok are dependent on the dump
for their livelihood. The Ikes of the children are precarious with mans
of them suffering respiratory illnesses and malnutrition. Immunisation

rates are loss and neglect, abandonment and abuse of children are

common. as is drug abuse among the children. The Foundation lor Slain

Child Care has set up a care centre for children under live years to
provide them %% nit a safe and stimulating ens ironment during the day.
Cominunity members are being trained in child care and development
to ork in the centre. The children's health and nutritional status ,ire
being monitored and are linked to a maternal and child health
programme.



Trinidad & Tobago

Ministry of Education/SerN ol (Service Volunteered for All)

Servo! national 1987 1993
programme

Since 1987 Servol has been acting as the agent of the Ministry of
Education in the pre-school field. Through a non-formal programme.
local communities provide the basic physical and other support
structures and Serol trains and supervises early childhood educators
from those commun:ties. Usually poorly qualified academi.:ally, the
trainees learn not only about pedagogic issues but also skills which will
enable them to he 'agents of change' ss ithin their communities. This
ins olves emphasis on health and nutrition for children and adults: the
involvement of parents and other community members in the life of the
school: parent education: fundraising: coordination with local primary
schools: attention to local environmental issues such as sanitation.
electricity supplies or transport: and the organisation of community
eents and action. By the end of the current phase it is anticipated that
some 220 pre-schools ,A ill he participating in the programme. all
managed by local Community Boards of Education.

Servol (Service Volunteered for All

Regional Training and
Resource Centre for
the Caribbean

1990 l'-N3

.\ Regional Training and Resource Centre On RC) has been established
in Trinidad and serves the Caribbean. Based at Servol, the Rik(' ssorks
ss ith governmental and non-governmental organisations to identify,
facilitate and des clop training programmes in early childhood and
adolescent development and parenting. The emphasis is on community
based sen.ices within the various Caribbean territories, including
building up regional and local training teams and the development of
pre-school schemes and adolescent programmes appropriate to specific
contems and needs.

United Kingdom

Strathclyde Regional Council

Partnership in education 1983 1991

Starting in 1981 in the Priesthill area of Glasgov. the project ssorked in
\ out of eight local primary schools and in the majority of local formal

and informal pre-school centres. The project team made contacts in the
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C nn ersity of Iristol

Parent and Health Visitor
child development
programme

community with parents and local professionals and together began to
devise programmes of activities which focused on children's learning.
In its second phase. the project consolidated this work, and expanded its
activities to another neighbourhood in Glasgow. One of its most
successful ventures has been the organisation of 'Family Nights' to
encourage parent-child interaction. Other activities include the
establishment of libraries and associated services in support of
children's reading: training and retraining of professionals and para-
professionals: and encouraging and developing community initiatives
which support young children. During the current phase the project's
outcomes are being disseminated throughout the Strathclyde region.
both through in-service and pre-service training programmes and
through direct support in neighbourhoods all over the region. The
project's contention is that a combination of professional retraining and
specific actions at neighbourhood level can set in motion a process
whereby. in communities, development w ill be triggered by drawing on
the inner dynamic of local people.

1985 1993

The programme, which began in 1979. has stimulated professional
health visitors to re-think their attitudes and modes of work.
Educational know -how and a new philosophy of empowerment has led
to the development of sensitive but non-dominant support b. health
visitors for parents living in deprived areas. fostering the parents' own
skills and raising their self-esteem. The children of parents participating
in the programme show ed good progress on key development
indicators. The programme is now being implemented in 27 District
Health Authorities and over 17.000 families are ins olved each car.

During the current phase. the programme w ill become integrated into
the University's Department of Social Work.



nisersits of 1berdeen

'toting Emu tics Noss 1986 I994

123 Community !louse

The protect started by focusing on emposserment in a termer close-knit
fishing community sshich has had problems adapting to the economic
and social changes brought about by the advent of the oil industry in
Aberdeen. Parents and professionals ssorked together to des clop ness
forms of learning opportunities for children and parents A protect base
pros ided opportunities for child. parent. and child-parent actis ities but
the emphasis ss as on support for community -based Inman% es and on the
des elopment of local netssorks. More recently the project expanded Its
training and community des elopment programme throughout the city of
Aberdeen and beyond to rural areas ssithin the Grampian Region 1 licse
actis ities are nosy being extended and strengthened ss ith a %less to
integrating the project team into the regional training and ads son
structures sers ing soluntary and statutory agencic s in Northern
Scotland.

12.1 II( use I 9s1 I 994

The 123 House. a community resource situated in a district ss Inch is
badly allected by the sectarian conflicts in Northern Ireland supports
parental ins ols ement in areas of need delined hs local 'amities It

pros ides Ilesible. loss -cost. community support tut parents
efforts in organising day care and out of school ails ices lens ities
inc hide a play 121-01.111: a 1114111Ct" and toddler group %A IM creche an altei-
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school project for 5 to 12 year olds: play schemes for children during
school holidays: it club for teenagers: and classes and discussion groups
for parents. The 123 House works closely with a variety of
organisations from the voluntary and statutory sectors concerned with
early childhood development and is working towards becoming a cross-
community organisation.

Guth nam Parant (Voice of the Parents)

Guth own Put-ant 1987 1994

Most of the people in the Western Isles of Scotland live in isolated
fishing or crofting communities. The high level of unemployment has
forced many of the men to live and work on the Scottish mainland.
away from home. Isolation is therefore a major issue. Guth own Parunt.
a parent-run association of pre-school groups. is encouraginu parents to

become involved in their children's education through outings.
Norkshops and publishing a parents' nosletter. The Association.
through its fieldworker staff. is also extending the network of parents
groups. supporting playgroups and training parents in child
development. Many of the groups are Gaelic speaking and therefore
require additional support and specific training of their own. Guth own
Parant is helping to demonstrate that the unique language and culture of
the Western Isles can he used to overcome man) of the problems
traditionally identified with 'disadvantage'.

Sal e the Children Fund

(' non Valle\ 1991 1994

The dramatic collapse of the coal mining industry user the last 15 years
has left seine areas of Wales depressed and ss ithout emplo meat
prospects. In the Cynon Valle). one of the most depris ed of these s alle)
communities, the project is working with disadvantaged children and

leir families. Through creche facilities and drop-in rooms for parents.
families living in isolated housing estates are able to participate in the
development of service and support structures. This helps the parents
meet their families' needs and raise their self-image.
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United States of America

Committee for Boston Public Housing Inc.

Boston housing project 1984 1995

Between 1984 and 1989 the Family Community Resource Center
ssorked \kith tenants of 17 public housing developments in Boston.
Basic family support services have been established which emphasise a
self-help approach linking individual and family development with
community emposserment. Activities include the creation of community
centres. early childhood education facilities, programmes for older
children and teenagers, counselling and referral services. and advocacy.
In the current phase the project is emphasising the consolidation of past
achievements and dissemination of its philosophy and methodologies. It
is also undertaking advocacy on issues such as community organising,
public safety and child care. The project is also sponsored by the Boston
Foundation, the City of Boston and the State of Massachusetts.

Denier Indian Centre, Inc.

Earls childhood services
for urbanised American
Indians

1985 1993

Mans young Indian children living in Denver do not speak English as
their first language. and knowledge of Indian languages and cultures
within the educational system is almost non-existent. The Denver
Indian Centre incorporates a pre-school that has devised and
implemented a culturally relevant curriculum in cooperation with
parents. The project has been recognised by the t s Department of
Education as the most effective pre-school programme lor Indian
communities and has received government funding to begin to
disseminate the curriculum among Indian communities nationally.
Within Denver. basic courses on nutrition, health, home safety and other
topics has c been developed for more than 1.000 families \\here
educational achievement is generally loss and most incomes are helms
puserty level. The project is cooperating with other agencies ins ohs ed
ss ith American Indians throughout the city and state.

University of Ness Nleico. College of Education

I lispanic families 1985 - 1092

People of I lispanic origin constitute more than 37 per cent of the
population of the State of Ness Nlexico. One estimate suggests that as
many as 411 per cent of them Ike beloss the federally -determined
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poverty level. The project focuses on enhancing the development of
children aged 0 to 5 years: improving the ability of education, health

and social services to work with poor Hispanic communities: and

developing the skills and attitudes necessary for self-help among the
families and communities themselves. The project has found that close

family and community involvement has enhanced children's
development. Parents oho participate in the programme tend to be more
involved in their children's later education and also themselves seek

further education, become involved in other community activities and
campaigns. The state plan for pre-school education has integrated key

elements from an innovative bilingual curriculum developed by the

project.

Federation of Child Care Centers of Alabama (FocAt.)

Peer education project 1986 1993

Hx-At. is working with private day care services for young black
children throughout Alabama. Strategies include generating new
approaches to parental education and support. building Staters idc

networks, raising self-esteem and skills, developing culturally
appropriate curricula, and training staff. A key ingredient is enabling
participants to overcome ne!..4atiNe racial scripting' through Foc.xt.'s
Peer Education Project, in which education is seen as a dynamic to o-

way process between persons of equal worth and equal value. This is in
a context where educational and other prospects for black children
throughout Alabama arc low in comparison with those of the children of
other ethnic groups outside the Deep South: most black children in

Alabama do not complete high school: and illiteracy remains high.
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Vanderbilt University, Center for Health Services

Maternal and infant
education in deprived
communities in
Appalachia

1957 1994

States comprising the Appalachian region have the highest le%els of
infant mortality in the country. In 1952 the Center for Health Services
initiated the Maternal Infant Health Outreach Worker txtitiowl
programme which builds on previous experience of can
health interventions. Since 1987 the programme has been operating in
seven areas in the States of West Virginia. Virginia. Kentucky and
Tennessee. and incorporates recruitment and training of local women as
'natural helpers' who undertake home visits to pregnant women and
mothers of infants: groups for mothers and toddlers: coordination
hem een various services attending to families and children; and a wide
range of community initiatives. In its current phase the work is being
extended to include other sites in the four States and Arkansas. The
experience is also being documented to aid dissemination throughout
the region of the empowerment model which has been developed.

Canton Public School District

Development of a
community-based early
education programme

Community Studies Inc.

New York teenage
parenting

1959 1992

Public education in Canton. Mississippi. as in much of the Deep South.
has inadequate funding, poorly motivated staff, and little parental
involvement. The project's focus is on parents of young children to
support them in their role as their children's first educators and to stress
the importance or home as a learning environment. Activities include
coordinated action by education and health services to improve the poor
health status of many children; a drop-in centre to include a playgroup.
telephone help line, and newsletters for parents: and a home visiting
scheme with specially trained parents as visitors.

1989 1992

An estimated 30 per cent of the school population in disadvantaged
areas of New York are teenage parents. In many high schools the city's
School Board provides sonic child care facilities to allow the young
parents to complete their schooling. In an earlier phase. Community
Studies Inc. worked in two such high schools to develop a programme
which enriched the development of the children while also providing
parenting education for the teenagers. In the current phase. support and
training is being given to high school staff to enable the programme to
be implemented more widely in the city. This involves refining and
disseminating curriculum units for teenage students. both parents and
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potential parents: the setting up of a teen parent resource centre in a
high school which serves as a demonstration and training centre: and
emphasising health care for both the young children and their parents.

The Community Foundation for Palm Beach and Martin Counties

Glades community-based 1991 1994

development project
The Glades area of Palm Beach County in Florida is the setting for a
plantation economy. heavily dependent on seasonal migrant workers.
mainly from the Caribbean. Sixty per cent of the permanent residents
are African-American or Haitian and belong to female-headed
households. The infant mortality rate among non-whites is 167 per
I MOO live births. The recent rapid spread of acquired immune
deficiency syndrome (Aips), particularly among children, has only
added to an already heavy load of disadvantage. In a combined effort
which involves support from the Charles Stewart Mott and the John D.
and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundations. the project plans to enable
coalitions of community groups in the Glades to design and implement
sustainable programmes to address their needs. The fields of action will
include economic development. health and nutrition, early childhood
development. parent support. and youth opportunities. Advocacy work
).% ill he carried out to mobilise additional resources and to encourage
polic makers to focus on efforts to improve development prospects for
the Glades.

Venezuela

FundaciOn para la AtenciOn a la Infancia y la Familia (Fundaprin)
(The Foundation for Attention to Children and Parents)

Proyecto Pacomth 1991 I 994

Infant mortality in Punt() Fijo. the largest town in the Peninsula of
Paraguana. has increased over the past ten ears. With grossing
unemployment, women take on any work that they can find to provide
for their families, leaving children on their own from an early age. The
project. with the community. is working on an all-round programme to
meet the developmental and health needs of the young children and
families in Punto Fijo. Areas of v,ork include health care. home-based
parent education programmes and training for community development
ss ith the support of promotoreA from the different neighbourhoods
\% here the project is implemented.
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Ministr of Education

Child de% elopmem
oikshops

1990 - 1991

Appioximatel) 8(1 per cent of Venezuela s tour million children under 7
)ears Ii e in pox ert) and on!) half a million of them reccie an form
of oigamsed care The Ministry is organising a series of sex en
workshops ss ith °the) interested organisations over one )ear to assess

piesent acto. Ines in Venezuela and to des clop a policy tow aids the care
of )oung childien The collaboration between go\ ernmental and non-
gox emmental organisations is an important feature in the formulation
and implementation of an adequate polic) to improx e the quality and
outreach of the s arious progiammes

Centros Comunitarios de Aprendizaje (i.F.onArl
(Community Centres for Learning)

Proyerto animadows 1991 1994
conumitarim

\Vith support from the Foundation, ct:cop xt) will run a series of
1\orkshops over a OA o-year period for (min/at/ores comumtai Jos -
community workers on matters related to early childhood
development. cEc(ipm, will train 120 animadores from 60 organisations
from around the country. Though a basic training package sill he used
in the workshops. the unimathwes will also suggest topics of interest to
themselves. The training will enable the anintadorcs to take hack to
their communities new approaches in non-formal pre-school actin Hies.
and they will be able to monitor the activities in the communities
concerned. crx ODAP also produces low-cost, readable materials on child
development ss hich are aimed at parents, community organisations and
(min/ado/v.+ It ss ill also expand its materials to include leaflets and
manuals on health, nutrition. pre-school education. rights of the child
and the communit) and the child.
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Zimbabl,ve

Foundation for Education s% ith Production (FE' International)

Kushanda project 1984 1993

The Kushanda project is based at a cooperative farm in the Mlarondera
district in north-eastern Zimbabsse. II is part of a local development
plan \\Inch includes an agricultural production cooperative and
espansion ul emplot ment opportunities. In earlier phases. the project
set up a denumstration pre-school \kith associated traMing opponunitiec
for local ss omen and the development of a curriculum and teaching
materials based on the local language. There %sere close links ss 5th
health ss orkers and an adult literacy campaign. Currently the
progranune is being disseminated oser a ss ide area and incorporates
training in child des elopment concepts combined vs ith literacy skills
and health education. Greater emphasis is also being gis en to nor,
formal parent education. Some 5.000 children are involved in 14(1 pre-
schools and a federation of parents' associations helps to foster parental
ins oh ement.

Nlinistn of Education and Culture

Rut at plc school project 198n 1993

Rudimentart pre-school groups in rural Zimhabsse des eloped from
(ceding posts established during the drought of 1981-84. These \sere
Ull b) local \.% omen volunteers oho. though untrained. initiated play

acts toes lor the young children coming for food supplements. There
are tuns \sell user 3.0410 village -based pre-schools in the country which
C %1st largelt as a result of self-help efforts. This project is part of a
broad pre-school programme initiated b the Government in 1982 and
pros ides training for local pre-school v,orkers in order to upgrade their
skills and abilities.
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Association of Women's Clubs 1 WC)

Moiamhican refugees 1988 1995

The war in Mozambique has uprooted more than a million people
many of them seeking refuge in neighbouring countries. Ch.er 200,000
refugees are located in five camps in the eastern part of Zimbabwe The

which has been running a training programme for pre-school
teachers in Zimbabwe has established training teams to stork in each
of the refugee camps. The teams provide initial training and guidance to
refugee para-professionals on basic organisational skills in setting up
and running some 40 pre-school centres, and on the development of
toy s and educational materials. The project also incorporates family
education aimed at improving the health and nutrition of children.
vocational training and leadership skills for Mozambican refugee
%%omen. This has enabled them to begin to take over training tasks A
visiting scheme has been established to reach children who do not conic
to the centres. In all, some 5.0(X) children are being cared for at the
centres with another 1.500 children reached through the visiting
scheme.
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Publications and Videos 1

Except where others ise shown, the follow ing publications are as ailable
free of charge in single copies to interested individuals and
organisations. Please write to the Communications Section. Bernard van
Leer Foundation, PO Box 82334. 25(18 EH. The Hague. The
Netherlands.

Publications in English

Newsletter
The Foundation Newsletter report, on the work of Foundation-
supported projects throughout the world and provides information on
issues related to early childhood care and education. Published four
times a year (January. April. July and October) in English. Copies of
most hack issues are available on request. ISSN 0921-5840

, The work of the Bernard van Leer Foundation
An introductory leaflet about the aims and work of the Foundation.
Published 1989 in English. Spanish. Portuguese and Dutch.

P> Shaping Tomorrow, Ruth Cohen
For more than 2(1 years. Service Volunteered for All (Sen 01) has been
listening to the people in communities in Trinidad and Tobago (and to a
limited extent, throughout the Caribbean) and working with them to
transform their society. In this hook, the reader ss ill hear the authentic
voices of the people w ho constitute :he experience that is Servo! as the
story Unfolds of ordinary people doing extraordinary things. By
v (irking with and through local communities. Servo! brings people
together lor common purposes such as the establishment of community-
run pre-schools, or adolescent skills training courses which focus on
encouraging young people to adopt positis e attitudes to life so that
eventually ss hole communities gain the confidence in their abilities to
achieve. Published 1991 in Iinglish. ISBN 90-6 195-02 1 -X

to The Power to Change. Andress Chetle)
The basic ingredients of this hook are a small-scale early childhood
project in on village which greys to encompass whole connnunities in
the Costa Athintica region of Colombia: a university ss ith a
commitment to the people of the region: and a willingness to listen to
and learn from the people of the barrios. If there is a lesson to he
learned from this experience. it is that development is something that
has to he undertaken hi people. not done to them. It is a lesson that is
reles ant io all of us e er., where. Published 199(1 in English. 'sit\ 90-
6195- (119 -`S. (Also available in Spanish)

l Paths to Empowerment, Ruth Pa/
1 his hook tGtu, the do.elopmeni of communit education projects
winch lase been supported hi the Bernard s an Leer foundation tit
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Occasional Papers

Israel oser a Id-%ear period. Givine both theoretical background and
practical examples. it illustrates hors the values and operational modes
of community des elopment has e been sy nthesised and incorporated
into the ssorld of earls childhood education. The importance of the
community promoter. or para-professional. the woman from the
community \s ho learns and leads the others into learning, is highlighted.
The book traces the gradual maturation of practices in a variety of
projects in different settings. not as a rigid model to he follossed but as a
compendium of real life experiences and thinking. Published 1990 in
English. istrs 9(1-6195-018-X

0- Small Avakening: the work of the Bernard %an Leer Foundation
1965-1986. Hugh Philp ss ith Andress Chetley
This publication traces the development of the Foundation through its
projects and other activities over a 20 year period. From an initial focus
on compensatory education. the Foundation's ssork has evoked. in the
light of experience. to its present emphasis on the des elopment of
children in the context of their oss n environments. Published 1988 in
English. (sus. 90-6195-m5-5

Earl% Childhood Care and Education: the Challenge. Walter Barker
(Occasional Paper No
The first in a series of Occasional Papers addressing issues of major
importance to policy makers. practitioners and academics concerned
%s ith meeting the educational and des elopmental needs of
disads antaged children. Published 1987 in English.

Meeting the Needs of Young Children: Policy Alternatis es. Glen
Ninmieht and Nlarta Arango \slat Lydia Hearn (Occasional Paper No 2)
The paper res loss cons entional. institution-based approaches to the
care and education of young children in disadsantaged societies and
proposes the development or altematise. loss-cost strategies %%Inch take
account of family and community resources and involvement as the
starting point for such programmes. Published 1987 in English.

Ealuation in action: a case studs of an under-rises centre in
Scotland, Joyce Watt (Occasional Riper No 3)
The main bud of this paper is the es aluat ion report of a Foundation-
supported project in the l'nited Kingdom. It is preceded by an
examination of the issues inxoled in i.v.aluation together ss oh an
explanation of the ss a in Much this particular studs vas carried out. It
has been published ss Mt the external es Amain in mind. but v ill he of
miciest In all those owok ed in the et aluation of commono% -oriented
proiecis. Pohlished 1988 nt English. isus 90-6195.01-1-7
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Studies and Evaluation papers

Seminar Reports

A series of Studies and Evaluation papers u as launched b) the
Foundation in nnd-199 I. It comprises short background document,
draun from rield e\perience and aims to present rele ant findings and
reflections on 'stork in progress'. A list of Studies & Evaluation papers
current!) in print can he obtained from the Communications Section at
the Foundation.

Children and community: progressing through partnership
Summary report and conclusions of the tenth International Seminar held
in Kingston. Jamaica in November 1988. Published 1989 in English and
Spanish. isu \ 90-6195-016-3

Children at the Margin: a challenge for parents, community and
professionals
Summary report and conclusion. of the third Eastern Hemisphere
Seminar held in Newcastle. Australia in November 1987. Published
988 in English. isns. 9(I-6195-(113-9

The Parent as Prime Educator: changing patterns of parenthood
Summar) report and conclusions of the fourth Western Ilemisphere
Seminar held in Lima. Peru in \la) 1986. Published 1986 in English.
Spanish. Portuguese anti French.

Multicultural Societies: earls childhood education and care
SLIMIllarl report and conclusions of an International Seminar held in
Granada. Spain in June 1984. Published 1984 in English. Spanish and
Portuguese.

The Mowing publications arc based on projects and %%ork
supported by the Foundation. They are a% ailable through
booksellers or as shmsn. They are not as ailable from the
Foundation.

ENplorations in Earl) Childhood Education. John Braithuaite
1985. ictoria. "Hie Australian Council for Educational Research.
Radford !louse. Frederick Street. I tau thorn. Victoria 3122. Australia.
,"2() Plus AS3handlint! shark. Nis 0-85563 478

The Gifted Disadsantaged: a ten year longitudinal study of
compensatory education in Israel. Mo,,Itc Soulansk Dak SR-so

19-79. I ondon'Nev. York/Pails. ( ;onion & Bleach Inc.. 50 Vest 2301
Sheets Nev. York. N1 WO '2. I SA. t 5' 425. Ikal 0-677-04100



The following four books are as tillable. price £2.50 each, from
Community Education Des elopment Centre, Ly ng Hall, Blackberry
Lane. Cos entry CV2 3.1S. England. Please add £0.50 per £5.00
salue of order for postage. plus £1.00 per order for merseas
postage.

Women and Children First: Home Link. Elizabeth Filkin (cult
This hook presents an account of the Home Link project which has been
sers ing residents of Liverpool. England continuous') since 1973.
Ehiabeth Filkin has edited the tt ork of a large group of st omen
contributors to prof ide an open and self-critical assessment of the
programme. Ypsilanti. The High/Scope Press. 1984. 'sits 0-931114-26-8

k Mole Cricket called Sers ill. Gerard Pandit
In 197(1 the nest It independent nation of Trinidad and Tobago st as
rocked 11) a social explosion. and the effect on the traditional. eas)-
going tt a) of lite st as catastrophi,.. This hook describes hots a
Trinidadian Roman Catholic priest and a West Indian cricket pla)er.
~tent into the areas of poser(} to trs to help. Ypsilanti. The High/Scope
Press. 1983. istiN 0-931114.17-9

The Sem ol illage. Gerard Pantin
This book continues the stor) begun m ,A Mole Cricket called Set.% ol
and describes hott Set s ol has grott Inoll a street comer cimununit)
des elopment project to a national mosement in its assn right. Ypsilanti.
The IlighiScope Press. 1984. (1-931114-27-n

Seeking Change. Ann Short
This hook describes an earl) childhood education project tOr the
children of thsads antaged lamihrs in South . \t Ypsilanti. The
1iigh,Scope Press. 1954. isus. 0-931114-29-2

The two books helms has e been published :sith the support of the
Bernard 'tan Leer Foundation. They are as ailable through
booksellers or from Intermediate "lechnology Publications Ltd..
103-105 Southampton Ross. London, W CI -IBM

Making Health -care Equipment: Ideas for local design and
production Compiled 11) . \ dam Plan and N colt Carter
An illustiated step-b) -step guide to makim: health-care equipment using
local materials ssithout sophisticated 01 ,apital-inten.ae tetlutmtlues.
Published 109(1 in English. L505 kn. _s531,).(g,- 4
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Skills for life Experiences of training in three developing countries.
Dennis Frost
Three case studies from Nigeria. Trinidad and Malawi of ocational
training schemes that aim to provide young people with skills refes ant
to their needs and to the job opportunities available. Published 1991 in

English. £9.95 ISBN 1-85339-081-X

The following four books report on the outcomes of the Project on
Human Potential 11979-19841 supported by the Foundation and
carried out by the Graduate School of Education of Harvard
University. USA. They are available through booksellers.

Frames of Mind: the theory of multiple intelligences. Howard
Gardner
Nev. York. Basic Books. 1983. ISBN 0-465-02509-4. Aailahle in

paperback edition: Paladin Books. London. 1985. £5.951Sax 0-586-

08506-8

Of Human Potential: an essay in the philosophy of education. Israel

Scheffler
Boston /London /Melbourne. Routledge & Kegan Paul. 1985. sax . 0-

710_2- 0571 -6

The Cultural Transition: human experience and social
transformation in the Third World and Japan. Merry I White P

Pollack (ed.)
Boston/LondonAlelbourne. Routledge & Kegan Paul. 1986. tsttx (1-
71112- 057'_ -4

Human Conditions: the cultural basis of educational deN elopments.

Robert A t es inc and NierrN White
Boston/London/Melbourne. Routledge Kegan Paul. 1986. !sax It-

711)2- 0568.6

Foundation Videos in English

The folio \fl. ng s'dcns loon the series es Meal l childhood
care and education'. Copies can be made available to Foundatiou-
suportcd projects in either the nt system or the sim. system 011 s IN or
Betamas. A small ,.barge to coy er costs of copy irig and postage sill be
made to organisations outside the Foundation network. An one
interested in receis frig a cops nt any of these ideos should write to the

Communications Section at the Inundation. ('lease ensure that you

spec shills Wet) ssslrm sou use.
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The post er to change
A I 5- ear project in Colombia. inspired by the idea that children can
pros ide the springboard for an entire process of community
des clopment, has stimulated policies that hase been adopted nationally.
The video show s the way local women has c been trained to set up basic
pre-schools, and hors local community organisations has e begun to take
charge of Man\ aspects of des elopment in the villages of Colombia's
vast Costa At lantica region. The 28-minute ideo. made by Joan
Shenton of Nleditel for the Foundation. is in colour and is as ailable ss ith
an English or Spanish commentary.

Is there life before primary school?
The importance of the early years for a child's desclopment, the key
role of parents as children's prime educators. and the saluable
contribution sshich communities can make to earls childhood care and
education are all explored in this video. It includes scenes from several
Foundation-supported projects in different countries and is a useful
introduction to many of the issues faced in improving children's
education and des elopment.
The 16-minute y ideo, made by Leo Akkermans for the Foundation. is in
colour and is as ailable with an English or a Spanish commentary.

Not Oils the Children
An importaAt element in the des elopment of Kenya's pre-school
education system has been the high les el of community ins pis einem.
Parents in rural arras are Ins 01\ ell m building and maintaining schools,
they tend school gardens to gross segetables for the children. help raise
lunds tOr teachers' salaries, and participate in the des elopment of
educational materials. Kenya's National Centre for Early Childhood
Education in \ airobi. through its network of District Centres. has
encouraged community ins okement to spread. The %lite° slums scene.,
front a less of Kenya's diserse cultures ss here act ise communities hose
successfully created and run their ow n pre-schools.
The 36 minute s ideo. made by Leo Akkermans for the Foundation, is in
colour and as ailable st ith an English-language commentary

That Calibre ol'1Voman
In Ireland. i .o Foundation supported projects operate [UMW
programmo.... The %,.011101 V.111) undertake regular monthly skits, and
mothers (and a 1,0her) of 5 ouiT children 55 ho are 5isitrd. e \plain the
ssorries of young mothers v. ith their new babies and their uncertainties
about 'the crept thing to do'. Flom isolated families in the eq of

it) Lii)V.kied Mc capital. Uuhhn. sse see the
reassurance. Irrendshrp and support sshich is uttered by the visitors. Th

isitors ale lemrhable %%omen. all motheis hom the same s Wages am
estates as the patents ate s nlunteer. v, ilk no
professional naminr In Ow 1..unk of Its. Ducior of one of the projects

tip
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'BelOre we began. I didn't think that calibre of woman existed but I'm
very glad to say I was wrong'.
The 36 minute s ideo. made by Leo Akkermans for the Foundation. is in
colour and available with an English language commentary.

Empowering Young Refugees
The video shows the way in which care for the pre-school reft.,!ee
children living in Khao I Dang camp near the Cambodian border is
integrated with training programmes for their parents. The mothers are
taught weaving and sew Mg. the fathers make toys and equipment. A
'printery' produces posters and hooks on paper and on cloth, and
training courses are run for child care workers.
The 24-minute video was produced by the Department of Mass
Communications. Chulalongkom University. Bangkok. It is in colour
ss oh an English-language commentary.

A iNay of Thinking
The video is based on the multicultural education project for Saami and
Tome Valley Finnish children living in northern Sweden. It traces the
history of these inhabitants. s' ho have lived in and near the Arctic circle
for hundreds of generations, wid the difficulties they face with the
disappearance of their traditional occupations and way of life. The
children's education insoles them closely with the communities in
which they live and the s ideo shows them on excursions to interview
people who herd the reindeer, vegetable fanners, and the people who
use the nearby riser for fishing and transport. The project demonstrates
that cultural diversity is not a social and educational disadvantage. but
instead represents a rich heritage and an educational asset indeed, a
whole slay of thinking.
The 28 minute \Wet). made by Leo Akkennans tier the Foundation. is in
odour with an English-language commentary.

t> Ade la
.\dela list:, in a s illage in the Andalmay las region of the Andes in Peru.
"Ihe nearest town is six hours assay on foot. Because :Vida can read and
V, rite Spanish. the community chose her to be trained as an anintadora
for the pre-school set up by the Foundation-supported National Centre
for pre-school training in Peru. The v ideo show s Adcla going about her
daily life: in addition to her work at the pre-school she cleans. cooks
.ind does the washing for her family and still finds time to s isit families
of the L luldren. We see the ins As einem of the community in the work
of the pre-school and in actis ities designed to impros c the quality of life
for the s 'nage as a ss hole.
The 24 minute s ideo. made I's Jean- tilichcl Rode is m cnlow and
as aulable with English. Spanish rn French commentary.
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Publicaciles em Portugues

0 Trabalho da Fundacao Bernard van Leer
Um folheto sobre a Fundacaii. Pub licado cm 1989.

Os Pais como Primeiros Educadores: mudando os padre es de
paternidade
Sumario do relatOrio e conclusties do semintirio do Hemisfc'rio
Ocidental. Lima. Peril. maio de 1986. Pub licado em 1987.

Sociedade Multicultural: educacaO e cuidados corn a primeira
intancia
Sumario do relattirio e dos conclust5es do seminario internacional.
Granada. Espanha, junho de 1984. Publicado em 1984.

Participacan dos Pais e da Comunidade na Educacati da Primeira
Intancia
SIntese e conclu::Ocs do terceiro semindrio do liemisferio Ocidcntal.
Cali, Colombia. marco de 1979. Publicado em 1980.

Publicaciones en espanol

Boletin Informativo
Articulos seleccionados de Newsletters. Publicado anualmcnte a partir
de 1987. isss. 0921-593X

La Labor de Ia Fundacion Bernard van Leer
Un follcto sobre la FundaciOn. Publicado en 1989.

Programa Actual
Consta do bres es descripciones de los proyeetos de mayor envemidura
apoyados por la Fundaeidn. Aparte de las numerosas illustraciones. el
librito incluye un informc sobre la labor realiiada por Ia Fundacion.
Publicado zuntalmente. iSS \ 0924-302X

Promotorcs Comunitarios: Sus Aportes y Dificultades. por Jani
Brouwer & Sergio Martinic (Occasional Paper No 41
Los miembros de la comunidad que estan siendo capacitados para poder
responsabilizarse de la organizackin de servicios basicos y dc la
mobiliiacitin de otros miembros para que participen. jucgan un papel
cada el tnais imporlante en muchos programas de desarrollo
comunitario. Esta publicackin esludia la forma en Ia que este salioso
recurs° local ha sick) reconocido y promos ido por proyectos
comunitarios de atcncidn y educacion infantil temprana en America
Latina. La publication. basada en parte en to everiencia de tin taller
organi/ado en Febrero de 199(1 en Caracas. Venezuela. inclti c tainbitn
varios estudios I-call/tidos en America Latina con el tin de poder
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Videos en espanol

examinar el context() social y teorieo en el clue trahajan emus
promotores educacionales. Proporciona una 601 introduccitin al debate
sobre el rol do promotores. su contribucion al desarrollo comunitario.
asi como los desatios y polemicas que entrcntan todos los grupos e
indis iduos que trahajan en el campo de Ia educacion y del desarrollo
comunitario. Se presta particular atencidn a las cucstiones de
capacitacinn y rentuneraciOn de promotores asi como a Ia de garantizar
la continuiciad de los programas clue trabajan con promotores. Publicado
en 1991 en espanol. ISBN 90-6195-022-8

El poder de cambiar por Andrew Chetley
Los ingredientes basicos de este litre son un proyecto de pequena
escala en el campo de la educaciOn infanta en on pueblo, TIC Se ha
estendido hacia comunidades. todas Chas en Ia regiOn de Costa
Atlantica de Colombia; una universidad con un compromiso con la
gente de la region; y la voluntad de qucrer a escuchar y aprender de Ia
gente de los barrios. E plicado principalmeme a tray tS de las palabras
de los part icipantes. el lector vislumbra to vida cotidiana in algunas de
las aldeas y pueblos y comicnza a entender los esfuerzos meticulosos
que debe hacerse para realizar un objetivo de este tipo. La pobreza no
ha sido vencida en la Costa Atkintica. pero las semillas de algunas
soluciones cstan empetando a brotar. Publicado en 1991. Ist-rs 90-6195 -
020 -I ttambien en inglest

Nino 3 cornunidad: avantando mediante la asociaciOn
Sintesis Conclusiones del d&imo seminarin internacional celebrado
en Kingston. Jamaica en noviembre 1988. Publicado en 1989.

Los Padres como Primeros Educadores: camhios en los patrones de
paternidad
Sintesis y Conclusiones del cuarto seminario del liemislerio Occidental
celebrado en Lima. Peril en mao 1986. Publicado en 1986,

Sociedades Nlulticulturales: education y atencitin infanta temprana
Sinic.is conclusiones del seminarin internacional celebrado en
Granada. Espana en junio 1984. Publicado en 1984.

6 El poder de cambiar
lospirado en la idea de que los flifinS pueden \en if tic trampolin para
iniciar un CO1111)100 proceso de desarrolln comunitario. un proyecto de
15 aims de doraciim realizado en Colombia ha servido de estimulo para
politicas que ban sido adoptadas a no el nacional. r;1. hien inuesira la

forma en Niue las mujeres de Ia comunidad has sido capacitaclas para
estableeer preescuelas hasicas cOmn las orgnitaciones de las
comunidades locales han empezado a tomar a su cargo los Nariados
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aspect°s del desarrollo de los pueblos de la Basta regiOn de la Costa
Adam i ca.
El video. de 28 minutos de duracitin y realizado por Joan Shenton (de

para la FundaciOn. esta en colores y se puede pcdir con
comentarios en inglds o espanol.

.F.xiste Ia vida antes de la escuela primaria?
Este es el titulo de un video de 16 minutos, que cs unit Mil introduccian
a muchos de los tennis encarados para lograr un mejoramiento en la
educacion y desarrollo de los niflos. Basado en parte en un video
preparztdo para ser presentado en Ia Conferencia Mundial de Educacion
para Todos. efectuada en Tailanda en marzo de 1990. inclu)e escenas de
varios proyectos apoyados por Is. Fundacion en diferentes paises. Entre
algunos de los topicos tratados se encuentran la importancia de los
primeros anos para el desarrollo del Mho. el rol chive de los padres
como primeros educadores de sus hijos y la valiosa contribucion que las
comunidades pueden hacer a la educaciOn y atencion de la primera
infancia.
El video. realizado por I.co Akkermans para la FundaciOn. estzi en
colores y disponible en versioncs en inglds espanol.

Adela
:Vida N i en una aldca de la region de Andahuaylas en los Andes.
Peru. Las 15(1 familias de indigenas Qucchuas que viven en Ia aldca sc
gamin la ida a duras pcnas criando ganado. cultic ando mail y papas en
las laderas de la montaim a 3550 metros sohrc el nivel del mar. La
ciudad mas cercana esta a seis horns a pid. Adt.la ha vi ido toda sus ida
an la aldca. Ya clue puede leer ) escribir espaiml. la comunidad la
escogid para que fuera capacitada como *animadora para el 'Pronoei.,
el jardin infantil organizado por el Centro Nacional de Capacitation
Pre-escolar del Peru con apoyo de Ia Fundacion. En Ia aldca, los
hahitantes hablan quechua pero en Ia escuela se cspera que los ninos
hablen espanol. El programa del 'Pronoei esta disefiado para prcparar a
los nifios para su entrada en la CM:Liela primula. darks las aptitudes que
requieren. incluido el idioma. de forma que no sc sic,T.tan perdidos y
dcsorientados o rechazados en sus primeras bora,. en la cscucla. El
video muestra a Adela y el compromiso de Ia comunidad en el trabajo
de 'Promiei v en actividades diseliadas para im.2'jorar la calidad dc vida
de la aldca.
El video realizado por Jean-Michel Rodrigo en colores ) es accesible
con comentarios en inglds. franeds o espanol. Duracion. 24 minutos.
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